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SUMNARY. 
1. In studying the effects of micro-climates on the 
distribution of larval ticks in the Eastern Cape 
Province four species 1r1ere considered, namely, 
Boonhilus decoloratus (Koch), Rhipicephalus 
evertsi(Neu), ~mblyomma hebraeum (Koch) and Ixodes 
pilosus (Koch). 
2. Three types of investigation vrere made:-
i) autumn and spring surveys of the ~istribution 
of larval clusters, vlhich were assumed to be close 
to positions in which egg-masses had been laid. -
(Four species); 
ii) observations on the survival and development 
of eg~and engorged female ticks in microclimati-
cally distinct field plots. - (Four species); 
iii) observations on the behaviour of the larvae 
and of the engorged female ticks. - (B. decoloratu~). 
3. The survey and plot data suggest that in autumn 
larval clusters of I. pilosus v1ere to be found only 
in vrell-shaded situations because more exposed 
places Fere micro-cli matically unfavourable to the 
survival of earlier stage s. 
4. The surveys show that in spring 1957 larval 
clusters of I. pilosus were to be founc in unshaded, 
as -vmll as in shaded, situations. 
5. The survey and plot data indicate that the winter 
of 1957 was not favourable to the development of 
larvae of B. decoloratus, and that in spring new 
larval clusters may be expe cte d to appear first 
in the 1·rarmest situations a nd later in the generally 
cool~r places. 
ii 
6. The plot data show that during hot and dry periods 
expos ed situations were unfavourable t o tho engorged 
female s ond eggs of all four species considered, 
but that during such periods these stages could 
. . 
sometimes survive i n well-sh~dad places . 
7 . The survey and plot data Sh.ow that in autumn and 
in spring larval. clusters of B. decoloratus and 
R. evertsi may be present in unshadod situations. 
8. The plot investigations provide little i nformation 
about the distribution of larval clusters of 
A. hebr~eum , but the survey 0ata suggest that it _ 
is not remarkably different from that of B. decal-
oratus and ~. evertsi. 
9. There is a discrepancy in the survey and plot data: 
the surveys sh01:r that larval clusters of R. everts:i,. 
ana B. decoloratus w~re rape or· absent .f rom well-
shaded situntions, ¥rhoroas tho plot datn suggest 
such situntions wore micro- climatically favout:=1blo 
to larv al 0ovolopmcnt during the months preceding 
A.utumn. 
10. The observations on the behaviour of larvae and 
engorged females of B. decoloratus provide inform-
ntion Fhich suggests that tho behaviour of those 
stages may account for the rarity of l arval clusters 
in wall-shaded places . 
11. The relative density of larval clusters of B. decol-
pratus is evidently also af fected by factors other 
than micro-climate . The dropping- off behaviour of 
engorged female ticks appe ars to be p.C;3'Srib-ly- '· .. 
i mportant in this . 
.. 
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Chapter I - INTRODUCTION. 
At present in South Africa the several species o~ 
tick pests are controlled to some extent by acaricidal 
treatment, or 'dipping', o~ domestic animals, and 
attempts are made to prevent tick-borne diseases by 
inoculation. A considerable amount o~ research has 
been done on these aspects o~ the tick problem in the 
republic (e.g. Whitehead & Baker, 1960; Neitz & 
Alexander, 1945) but there is a remarkable dearth o~ 
in~ormation about the ecology o~ tick pests. In the 
past ~ew years e~~orts have been made to remedy this 
lack (Stampa 1959) since the results o~ workers in other 
countries have shown that ecological knowledge is use-
fUl, not only as a basis ~or 'natural' control mea-
sures such as rotational grazing (Wilkinson, 1957), 
but also ~or the intelligent application o~ the 'un~ 
natural' measure o~ chemical control (Norris, 1957). 
The ptre~ent ecological investigation was conducted in the 
Eastern Cape Province .. Four ixodi d ticks were sturued., .n:mlGly, 
Ixodes pilosus (Koch) and Amblyomma hebraeum (Koch) which 
are three-host species, Rhipicephalus evertsi (Neu) 
a two-host tick, und ticks o~ the speciv$ ijoophilus 
~ecploratus {Koch) which attain a host only 
once during their li~e-cycle~* The investigation was 
limited to the non-parasitic stages common to all ticks, 
namely, the engorged ~emales, the eggs and the un~ed 
larvae. The aspect o~ central interestw:s the e~~ects 
o~ microclimates (Geiger, 1950) on the di s tribution &~ 
the u~ed stages. Previous/ •••••••••• 
* s·ee Neitz (1956) ~or disease r elations. 
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Previous workers h~•vc surveyed the 
distribution of the unfed ticks which are 'waiting for 
a host' and have found that the larvae frequently occu~ 
in clusters at the tips of the vegetation. This is 
clearly because a parent female will lay eggs in a 
large mass at the base of the vegetation, from whence 
the larvae eventually migrate vertically and 
thus form groups more or less immediately above the 
hatching site (Koslowsk~ 1953; Snowball, 1957). 
' 
In the present investigation the distribution of 
larval clusters was surveyed in autumn and in spring. 
This provides a picture of the types of situations in 
which engorged female ticks laid eggs, and where the eggs 
successfully developed,during warm and cold months 
r espectivelyo On the basis of the results obtained 
from the autumn surveys, fi e ld situations were chosen 
for the introduction of engorged female ticks. For sev-
eral months the survival and development of 'prelarvalr 
stages were investigated in these plots. Originally 
it was intended that the longevity of l arvae in micro- . 
climatically different field s ituations would a lso be 
studied, so that thel"e would be a better basis for 
comparison of survey and plot results, but the plots 
proved to be too small to permit the release of many 
groups of l arvae. 
Investigatiomof effects of tick behaviour on the 
di stribution of larval clusters wer e also made, 
B. decoloratus being the species most s tudied in thi s 
r egard . At a fairly early stage an opportunity arose 
for a preliminary study of the falling of engorged 
f emal e ticks from their hosts, but it was in the second 
year of the investigation that fUrther observations 
were/ ••••••••••••••• 
were made on this and other r elevant aspe~ts of 
behaviour . 
At various times indications wer e obtained which 
suggested that the behaviour of the hos ts of 
B. decoloratus affect the distribution of the larval 
clusters. Also it was evident that predators might 
have a considerable effect on larval distribution and 
abundance in the case of all four specieso These two 
aspects have been considered to a small ext ent in the 
present t hesis. 
In brief, the general hypothes~s examined to a 
gr eat er or l esser extent a~e:-
(i) within an i nfest ed area , the distribution of 
clusters of larval ticks of the species con-
sidered is partly determi ned by microcl imatic 
differences; 
( ii ) microclimatic conditions affect the distribu-
t ion of l arvae partly by directly affecting 
the survival of engorged females and eggs and 
the development of the l atter; 
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(iii) microclimatic conditions affect the distribu-
tion of l arvae partly through their effects on 
the behaviour of engorged female ticks and of 
t he larvae t hemselves; 
(iv) microcl imatic conditions affect the distribu-
tion of l arval ticks partly through effects on 
the distribution and activit i es of animal s 
associated with the engorged f emal es, eggs or 
larvae, for exampl e the hosts of the females. 
These/ •••••••••••• 
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These four hypotheses are considered in the three 
following chapters, namely Chapters II, III and IV. 
In Chapter V the main conclusions emerging from the 
investigation are summari~ed and possible pra ctical 
implications are briefly mentioned. 
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Chapter II - SURVEYS OF THE DISTRIBUTION OF LARVAL TICKS. 
1. INTRODUCTORY REMARKS. 
Although the investigation was spread over two 
years, only part of this period was spent in surveying 
the distribution of larval ticks. Two series of surveys 
were made, one in the late summer and the autumn of 
1957, and the other, to provide a possibly contrasting 
picture, in the spring of the same year. The table 
below indicates when and where the surveys were made 
and the map at the end of this chapter shows the 
positions of the farms mentioned. The farms were macro-
climatically quite distinct as indicated by the climate 
data in Fig. 1. 
Table 1. 
Farm District Autumn Surve;E SJ2ri:ng Surve~1 
Trent Bathurst 26/ii- 8/iii/57 13/iix- 15/iix-/57 
Grandon Bathurst 26/iii-27/iii/57 No survey. 
Seaview Alexandria 5/iv -11/iv/57 28/iiX - 1/ix/57 
Fort Victoria 23/iv -30/iv/57 18/ix - 21/iJt/57 
Willshire East 
Contrary to initial hopes none of the four farms 
was found to be well-infested with the larvae of more 
than one species of ticks. I. pilosus was abundant at 
Seaview but was not found on the other farms. The 
larvae of B. decoloratus were quite common at Trent, 
but occurred in smaller numbers elsewhere. A few lar-
val clusters of R. evertsi were found on all four farms , 
and A. hebraeum was established a t Trent, Grandon and 
Fort Willshire although the larvae of this species were 
not numerous on any of them. 
2 ./o•oq•o•••• 
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2. LARVAL CLUSTERS. 
Larval ticks were round on the tips of vegetation 
where they occurred in fairly compact clusterso In 
view of the results obtained by previous workers 
(Koslowski, 1953; Snowball, 1957; Gray,l957) it seemed 
that larvae in a cluster existed close to the site where 
the parent female tick had settled and laid her hundreds 
or thousands of eggs. On the other hand, apparently 
isolated larvae may have been carried far from their 
hatching site, either by wind (Snowball, loco cit.), 
or by animals to which they had failed to become attached, 
and they might have arrived in a place only a short 
while before being found there in a survey. Thus par-
ticular a ttention was pai~ to the distribution of 
larval cluster~ and 'isolated larvae' (see 3oiii) were 
largely ignoredo 
3. METHODS OF SURVEYo 
Essentially the surveys involved both the dis-
covery of larval clus ters at the tips of vegetation 
and description of the places surveyed. 
(i) Apparatus . 
The apparatus mainly used was a modified version 
or that designed by Stampa (1959) for the survey of 
larvae of Ixodc:J rubicundus (Neu) j·4 the ii:Grroo. He used 
a wooden bar about 2m. in l ength, to which 12 1tails' 
of white flannelette were attachedo Each tail was a 
r ectangular piece of fabric, about 10 cmo x 45 em., 
doubled longitudinally and sewn to form a tube~ with the 
fluffy side out. Stampa found that this apparat us was 
effective in brushing ticks from veget a tion tips, and 
that, once on a tail, the ticks were usually sufficiently 
entangled/ ••••••• 
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entangled in the fluff of the flannelette to remain 
there even if the apparatus was dragged over more 
vegetation before the tail was examined. The narrow 
tails were more sui table than the 'blankets' ( Maci.e.o d, 
1932) and 'flags' (Philip, 1937) of other workers, 
Since in uneven vegetation some of the tails drop down 
between the higher standing parts and so brush against 
the lower tips as well e The blankets and flags tend 
to ride over the higher vegetation only and thus miss 
too many ticks. 
I found that the tails had another advantage. 
After use they could be easily stored in glass tubes 
and the ticks on them could be removed later~ a large 
stock being carried around to replace tick infested 
tails with clean ones. Workers using blankets or flags 
have to remove ticks from the fabric in the field, a 
procedure which wastes time. 
The 'tail-bar' used in the present investigation 
differed in two respects from that used by Stampa. 
(a) The bar was shorter, 120 cmo be ing a more convenient 
length for a bar which had to be dragged, in some case,s, 
through fairly close-growing bush; (b) the tails were, 
simple strips, 5 em. x 45 em., tubular tails being 
an unnecessary refinement since larvae were picked· up 
by both fluffy and less fluffy sides of the f l annel ette. 
The t ail-bar was dragged behind the surveyor by 
means of a rope, and was periodically examined for 
larval ticks . Tick-infested tails were· r emoved, rolled 
up and stored in labelled glass tubes which were 
stoppered with cotton wool. At the end of a day's 
survey, the larvae on each tail were counted, identified 
and/ ••••• e •• 
ll 
and removed to tubes of 5% formalin. 
(ii) Survey Procedure. 
The usual procedure in surveying for larval ticks 
was as follows:-
(a) Larval clusters at the tips of vegetation were 
sought with the tail-bar, which was dragged over 
various parts of a farmo The tails were examined for 
larvae after every 'drag' of 30 to 50 paces and as 
far as possible the drags were made in a straight line 
to facilita t e the second. paT•t of the procedure. 
(b) If larval ticks were found on the tails, the 
area covered in the l ast drag was carefully resurveyed 
until the r emains of one or more clusters of the same 
species were found on the vegetation. 
(c) Survey of surrounding areas with similar charac-
t eristi cs was then made with drags of 10 - 30 paces, in 
an attempt to discover further clusters. 
(d) If this search for mor e clusters was unsuccessful, 
a microclimatically different area was examined, the 
length of drags being increased to 30 - 50 paces, 
until yet another indication of larva l infestation was 
foundo 
(e) If' the search for more clusters within a micro-
climatically fairly uniform area was successful , the 
10 - 30 pace drags were continued in nearby areas in 
an attempt to discover the limits of the infestation4 
In places whe r e there were numerous cl u s t ers of 
l arvae of apparently the same species , each clust er was 
not tracked down to its exact position, unless the 
vege tation covered in a drag was clearly varied o It 
was/oooooooo• 
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was found that surveys could not be made when the 
vegetation was very wet since under these circumstances 
larvae were easily washed off the tail~ 
(iii) Definition of a Larva l Cluster. 
A larval cluster was presumed to constitute a 
group of larvae which had settled on the vegetation 
tips not more than a few centimetres horizontally 
away from the group of eggs from which they had 
hatched (cf. Chap. IV 20 
In the present investigation it did not matter 
if larvae !""'rom two par·ent females were considered to 
form one cluster, or if larvae from one group of 
eggs were noted as two clusters; the survey was only 
roughly quantitative. However, for the sake of 
r ecording data in a fairly uniform and simpl e fashion·, 
it was decided that where a large number of larvae, 
say more than 100, were found on the eight tails and 
their distribution along the length of the bar formed 
1nore than one distinct peak, it would be assumed that 
more than one cluster had been struck in the drag 
yielding the larvae. 
More precision was needed in consideration of 
small numbers o:f larvae since it was important not to 
mistake for clusters larvae which had been found :far 
from their hatching sites. To avoid such an error qnd 
for the sake of simplicity, it was decided that only 
if three adjacent t ai ls on the tail-bar were found to 
have on them a total of at least 10 l arvae of any one 
species , would these l arvae be considered to have been 
collected from a cluster . 
(iv)/ •••••••••• 
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(iv) Describing the Areas Surveyed. 
Notes were made on the structure or the vegetation, 
whether it was living or dead, topography, and soil 
reatures which may have determined the microclimatic 
dirrerences or the areas surveyed. The weather con-
ditio~s and the temperature at the time or surveying 
was sometimes recorded in case the collection of' 
larvae was considerably arrected by climatic conditions . 
The places surveyed can be classiried as rollows:-
. TOPQGRJ~PHY.. 
A. Relatively high-altitude parts or a r arm. 
(a) North-racing slopes; 
(b) North-West-racing s lopes; 
(c) West-racing slopes; 
(d) Level ground, North- east and South-west 
racing sl opes; 
(e) East-racing slopes; 
(r) South-east- racing s lopes ; 
(g) South-racing Slopes. 
The slope categories have been arranged as rar as 
possible rrom the warmest and driest to the coolest 
and wettest. In the southern hemisphere, northerly 
aspects are the most exposed to the heat or the s•1 n, 
and southerly aspects the least exposed. West s lopes 
are in general hotter and drier than east slopes 
because the climate or the latter i s modiried by the 
presence or dew in the mornings (Geiger 1950)o North-
west and south-east slopes would ·be expected to be 
microclimatically intermediate as shown in the list 
above. 
A north-east slope is hot inasmuch as it is 
north-facing and cool inasmuch as it is east-facing; 
a south-west ~lope is cool inasmuch as it faces €outh 
and hot inasmuch as it is west-facing. Thus, these 
rather contradictory types of slopes have been grouped 
together with level ground which is in a middle 
positi on in the graded series of slopes of differ ent 
aspects. 
B. Relatively low-lying parts of a farm. (Photos 1 
and 2). 
1. Hollow or &mall VallAy 
2. Large Vall ey with no river; 
3. Large Valley or Deep Ravine with river. 
A finer classification of t opography is unwarranted in 
the present investigation. 
y~_GET~N;;L COVER (Photos 3 - 15). 
1. Complete Over-head Cover. 
2. Incomplete Over- head Cover. 
3. Laterally-sheltered f,iedium-height Grass. 
4. Laterally- sheltered Short Grass . 
5. Tall Grass. 
6. Medium-height Grass. 
7. Short Grass. 
8. Sparsely-growing Grass ~ith Scattered Stones. 
9. Spa:r>sely-growing Grass with No Stones . 
The categories of vegetational cover are 
illustrated and described at the end of this chapter. 
They have been arranged in a sequence , ranging, as far 
as is possible in a simple classification, from 
vegetation providing the mos t cover to that providing 
the l east protection from extremes of heat, cold, 
dryness and wind (Geiger 1950). 
Soi.1/ ••• ~ ••• o •• 
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SOIL 
In general it can be said that the surface soil 
of Trent and Grandon was loamy, that of Seaview sandy, 
and the soil a t Fort .~/i llshire was mainly cl ayey. The 
vegetation covering the soil must have had a profound 
effect on it, doubtless determining the type and quan-
tity of plant debri s deposi t ed on the soil, and a lso 
affecting the rate at which it decomposed . Vegetational 
cover and topogr aphy probably determined how much of 
surface soil and debris was moved from place to place 
by wind and water . 
Since most of the surface soil characterist ics of 
each farm appeared t o be determined by vegetation and 
topography, notes on the soi l f eatures were not fre-
quently made. However, the compactness of the soil was 
considered to be important since the climates of loose 
soils are , in general, more fluct ua t ing than those of 
firm soils, especially if the soil s are exposed. 
4. DISTRIBUTION ·oF LARVAL CLUSTERS IN ~.~ICRO .... 
CLI:.:J~Tic~:._LLY..:§!IMILM_~. 
The density of l arval cluster distribution or 
each species appeared to vary from place t o pl ace, Much 
of t his variation may have been caused by microclimatic 
differences, but at least in the case of B~ecoloratus 
other factors seemed to play a part. Thus all the areas 
infested with l arval clusters of thi s species were 
surrounded by apparently unin:fest ed areas which wer e 
not remarkably different. As will b e s een in the 
next section, t he l arvae of B. decolor atus V'tere found 
in a wide variety of micro-climaticall y differ ent 
field situations which suggests that the patchy 
di s tribution was not because of some subtle di ffer ence 
between/o••••• 
between infested and apparently uninfested areas-
The patchy distribution may have been due to the 
herding behaviour of cattle, which are the favoured 
host of the species (Arthur y 1960) ~ In f'act some 
evidence was obtained at Trent and Seaview which 
indicates that cattle were important: (a) Medium-
16 
height Grass in a camp at Trent called Bananas Camp 
yielded several clusters of the larvae of B. decolor~tus. 
Cattle passed through this camp on one day each 
fortnight on their way to arn from the 'dip'~ On the 
other hand, on the same morning, in a thorough survey 
of an adjacent camp, the Nursery, not a single larva of-
!k_decolorat,-l§. could be found even in parts which 
seemed micro-climatically similar to the infested 
parts of Bananas Camp. The Nursery had been free of 
cattle for seven months before this survey. (b) At 
Seaview and the adjacent farm there was a notable state 
of affairs. Only one cluster of B.. decoloratus was 
found at Seaview, whereas on the adjacent farm num!.Jrous 
clus.ters were found in situations which were climatically 
neither more nor less ext::."eme than many places surveyed 
at Seaview. Differences in the programme of cattle-
dipping may have been the reason for this apparent 
discrepancy ( cf o Theiler, l9L~9). 
5o Ill.B_!E_lliUTJ.PN OF ~A.R'L&.k.9l~USTERS IN :;lQE_O- _ 
6Lr:j_Tic~·:LLY DIFFER~]l't....fl11E!\.§.. 
(i) B~ decoloratus. 
At Trent, larval clusters of this species were 
in some places sufficiently nu.merous to permit com-
parison of the density of ir~estation of adjacent 
areas,/~ • o • ~ •••• 
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Tabl e 2. - Clusters of the l arvae of B. decoloratus found in infested 
parts of Trent, (in parenthesis the approximate height of 
the r~ghest parts of the vegetation covered)u 
; -
Camp I Topography Structure of Notable Nurnb~r of 
Vegetation soil Drags Paces/ Clu.s-
featuc-es Drag ters 
! AUTUMN Bananas 
' Camp Slight S-E Dense green 
slope; low grass(25 em.) FiTm 23 20- 30 8 
with respect 
' to rest of Patches of dense Firm 15· 30 2 
farm green grass 
(5 em.) 
Tall dead weeds Quite 12 30 0 
; (60cm) & weed loose I seedlings( 2 em. ) ' 
' 
- ! Busl}, Slight N-W .t\rea 1. Coarse 
Camp slop3, high green grass(5cm) 
relative to unshaded. 6 30 4 
rest offarmo Dense gr een 
grass ( 4cm )under 
slight tree. 2 14 1 
Tvvo nearby tree 'Much l eaf 
c~~..2.:-. debriso 
Area 11. Coarse 
6 30 0 
green graso(4cm) 
unshaded. 3 20 3 
Nearst tree Much leaf 
clump o debris., 3 30 0 
I I ' Gum Slight W Tufts of gre e~1. I (11 Trees slope;high grass (J.Ocm) ! 
Camp relative between 46 10 ( 
to rest of Bushes (2m). ( 0 farm. ( 
.. Dense gre e:a 
grass(25om) 
above bu s!'..y 
zone. 12 10 12 
Coarse green 
I 
I 
grass (6cm) 
below busby 
'4 r zone. 12 10 - --· I SPRJNG Legg' s N. slope Rocky with tuft.s Camp of grass (15cm) 
& bare pa te he s I 
of ground 2 20 or 3 
less 
N-E slope dC'o 6 do. 7 
s-w slope do ., 3 do. 0 
S-E slope~. Less rocey,with 
steep . tufts of gr ass 
(lOcm) & bare 
patches of soil 12 do. 0 
Level ground 
in hollow 
be-tween S-E Short gra ss , no 
& N-W slopes stones. 5 do. 2 
-
. 
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areas. Ir.. autumn clusters were numerous in parts of' 
three camps, namely Bananas Camp , Bush Camp and Gum 
Trees Camp • In spring, only part of' Legg's Camp was 
heavily inf'ested . The relevant data :for these :four 
camps nrc prcsc!ltcd in 'l1o.b1c 2 .. 
£)an~&§_ Camp (Autumn). 
The area surveyed was a !"'allow l and ·cogether with 
its unploughed :fringe. This :fringe was covered with 
densely growing Uedium-height Grass, while the land, 
which had some years ago been under pineapples, was, 
a t the time of' the survey, covered with the dry s t alks 
o:f weeds str:mding about. knee.:..high, and, a t lower levels, 
by groups o:f tiny seedling plants with, here and there, 
a patch of' close-growi:1g, fair l y short grass . The 
land a1 oped down to the edge o:f a small stream, the 
aspect o:f the slight slope being eastern. 
The data presented in Table 2 indicate that the 
grassy fringe was more heavily-infested with the l arvae 
than was the fall ow l Rnd itsel:f; and that in the 
land, onJ.y grassy patches harboured the l a:-:vae. Where 
the soil of' the land was loose and sparsely--covered no 
l arval clusters were i'.::mndc 
Bush Camp (Autumn). 
The Tree Clump Sa-v-annah o:f this camp W8.S on ve!'y 
slightly sloping ground almost at the Cl"'est of one of' 
the 'undulations ', which W2]:'e chal'acteristic of' Trent. 
Although larval c::_us'Ce:es of' Bn decoloratus wcr~ 
~-~ ·-~....-.... 
:found here and there on the S!lort Grass between the 
tree clumps, and in one place on short grass with 
Incomplete Overhead Cover, not a single larva could 
be found under the Complete Overhead Cover provided 
by/•~•o• •••• •:-o 
by three tree clumps not :far :from the t wo in:fested 
patches o:f grass. 
Gum Trees Cam£ (Autumn). 
The in:fested part o:f this camp was on a slight 
westerly slope about hal:f-way up the side o:f an 
undulation. It was in a corner o:f the camp, i.e. 
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the infested part was bordered on two sides by :fences 
at right angles to one another. Beside one :fence, 
which ran along the contour o:f the slope, there was 
a grassy road. Here the ground had been levelled and 
the grass was dense Medium-he i ght Grass (Photo 11). 
Below t he road, in a zone about 20 m. wide, there was 
scattered bush with grass and shrubs growing b e tween 
l arge and small bushes (Photo 7). At a slightly 
lower level, b eyond the scattered bush, there was an 
'open ' area where the soil was :fairly well covered with 
short-cropped gr ass (Photos 12 and 13). 
Larval clusters were :found on grass in all three 
zones but no clust er s were :found on any o:f the bushes 
or shrubs in the zone o:f scat ter ed bush (c:f. Chap. IV 
2.iii). The dnt n presented in Table 2 suggest that 
perhaps the road was the most infested, the zone o:f 
scattered bush l ess, and the short grass in the open 
the l east infested. 
Legg ' s Ca~. (Spring). 
In spr ing, the only place where numbers o:f larva~ 
clusters o:f B. decolo~atus wer e :found was at Trent in 
part o:f Legg ' s Camp . In this place ther e were rocky 
s lopes all with partial cover o:f tufted grass. Some o:f 
the s l opes :fell away into a small vall ey or Hollow 
( Photo 2) , while one sloped more steeply into a 
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low-lying gulley. The slopes presented several aspects 
as shown in the Table 2. 
The data presented in Table 2 suggest that the 
north and north-easterly slopes were heavily-infested 
with BQ decoloratus, while the cool er south- west and 
south-east slopes were apparently ~ree of the larvae. 
Two larval clusters o~ the species were ~ound in the 
Hollow between north-east and south- west s l opes. 
The only other cluster o~ B. decoloratus to be ~ound at 
Trent in spring was on ~airly dense but short tu~ted 
grass on a very slight north-east s lope , i.e. also in a 
rela tively warm situationo 
Results obt~in~d from the surveys o~ the 
~our ' well-i~ested' parts o~ Trent can be summed up 
as ~ollows: 
In Autumn, 
{a) No larvae were to be ~ound in the tree clumps 
near i~ested open grassy areas in Bush Camp; 
{b) in Bananas Camp no clusters were to be ~ound in 
the grassless parts o~ the old l and with its 
rather loose soil, whereas the grassy ~ringes 
o~ the l and yielded several clusters; 
(c) in the i~ested part o~ Gum Trees Camp the least 
infested ar ea was the part with l east vegetational 
cover; 
In Spring, 
(d) larval clusters were to be found only in the 
warmest parts of the farm . 
The data obtained from the less-i~ested parts of 
the ~arms appear to be mainly compatible with these 
Re~erence/ •••••••• 
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Table 3. - Types of Situations yielding clusters of 
B. decoloratus. 
· Ca i:n gorie s of Degree of Vegetation Cover 
r--
1 j 2 3 4- '· 5 6 7 8 9 
AUTUMN j I North Fi 
North-West IT I I i i I T I 
r ~ ~ · G 'T T I West T9 near li'; : water. 
•r TJ :I Fl Level,etc .. s F ! 
I ~ T I: I I I East I 
South-East ~~ I F I 
[ Gl I South 
Hollow I t. I I 
Lfu'ge valley I l I. with no river 
l I Ravine, or G G Both G and F valley,with with river. river., F F 
I .T ~ SPRING Nor th S with steep slope and high 
North-west I i I I altitude . 
West f 
t I I IT I I t 
I ~ I t: l T Tt5 N-E slope Level , etc. j s6 high al-.8 titude. 
East t t I I I 
I 
I 
:I I I I South-east 
I I 
I 
I South I .. 
Hollow l I _j IT I I 
I I 
. i Large valley ~I with no ri vezi 
Ravine, or 1Mainly in 
valley rlth tdry ' river 
river. F F F F bed, but F6 
also in large 
t 
valley with 
river. 
§Ymbols: T -Trent; G - Grandon; F= Fort · .. illshi re ; S= Scc:..vie;, & 
adj.::.cent f a.I'l'!l>. 
The ' aspects ' mentioned were on the upper parts of slopes. 
I 
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Reference to Table 3 will show that no larval 
cl usters of B. decoloratus were found in Complete 
Overhead Cover on any of the four farms surveyed in 
autumn. In one place, at Trent 1 clusters were found 
i n a place which was as unsheltered by vegetation as was 
thG fc,llOf,: land in Bananas Camp but this area was 
peculiar since it was near a water hole and appeared 
to be perpetually damp. 
On the other hand at Fort Willshire, which was a 
hotter and drier farm, a cluster of larvae of 
~decoloratus was found on a dry south-east slope 
where the vegetation was even more scant. True the 
larvae were clustered on a little shrub wi th green 
leaves, but the soil near the base of the shrub had 
little cover besides wisps of dry grass and small 
chips of slate . 
How do the results obtained from the less-infested 
farms t ally with the spring picture at Trent? The data 
appear to be explicable if' one supposes that larvae of 
B. decolorat~v~re unable to develop or to survive 
during most of the winter? but that eventually 
those eggs in the warmer situationswerc the first 
successfully to complete development. At Trent,which 
was surveyed in the middle of August, the d i stribution 
of larval clus t ers was the most restricted; Seaview, 
which was surveyed about a fortnight l ater , appeared 
to have a slightly wider distribution; and Fort 
Willshire whi ch was surveyed l ast , in the latter ha lf 
of September, had a considerably wider distribution in 
terms of vegetational cover , although t he clusters 
on this relatively dry farm were apparently limited to 
places/ o •• s •••••• • u 
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places beside rivers or in riverbeds. Perhaps if 
Trent had been surveyed immediately after the spring 
survey of Fort Willshirey larval clusters of 
~. decoloratus would then have been found over a 
wide range of vegetational covery since by that time 
larval development in the cooler parts of the farm 
might have been successfully completed. 
(ii) 1j pilosus. 
Seaview was the only farm where larvae of 
I~ pilosus were found during the surveys. In autumn, 
parts of three camps on that farm wer e sufficiently 
well-infested to provide a clear indication of the 
limits of larval cluster distribution in those areas. 
These camps were called '2-N':1 ' 3-N' and 'Grassy Camp'. 
In spring, the level of l arval i nfestation appeared 
to be much lower but although the limits of the 
spring distribution were not clear, it is of interest 
to compare the results obtained in the two seasons. 
Camp 2-N (Autumn). 
Camp 2-N was a large camp and included a variety 
of vegetational cover. In comparing the density of 
larval clusters there, the types of vegetation 
considered were:- Al exandria Forest (Acocksy 1953) 
which provided Complete Overhead Cover; part of the 
forest's fringe providing Incomplete Overhead Cover; 
Tall to Medium-Height Grasses Laterally Shaded by 
the forest and by trees near the forest ; more open 
grass which was also Tall to Hedium·-height Grass . 
The ground of the camp was somewhat uneven, bu t, in 
the parts surveyed it was fairly level. 
Table 4 shows that in the area with Complete 
Overhead Cover the l arval infestation was great. 
Indeed/ •••••••••• 
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Table 4- - Cluster s of the larvae of I. pilosus found in the infest-
ed parts of Seaview in autumn (Numbers in parenthesis_ as 
in Table 2) 
; i 
'Notable L Ntl!!l~er o~ 
Camp Topography Structure of soil Clusters . Vegetation fea- I Drags I Paces/! 
tures I drag 
' 
2- N Mainly Alexandria For- · i Clusters too 
level or est, Canopy 3-4- numerous and 
slightly m; substorey vegetation too 
sloping tolvegetation 6 10 uneven to 
south. scant & various allow c"Junt. 
in type and in. 
height& 
~Fairly dense 
I green grass 
. (Scm.) in over- 8 10 . 5 - 6 
head shade of 
. 
. forest edge 
Mi."Ced grass 
(30-4-0cm. ) part- 27 larvae but 
ly yellow; with 25 20 NO CllJSTERS i n few metres 
of forest edge 
!Mixed grass as l above but away from forest Many 4-0 0 
3-N Short but Dense thicket, 
steep south· 7m. long , Sm. Too many to 1 10 
slope . wide and 2m . count. 
high 
slight Complete grouna_ 
south cover of short 
slope green grass 
(2cm.) just be-
1 10 : 0 
low t~et. 
Scant cover of 
short yellow i 
grass tufts 1 20 0 
(4-cm. ); just I a.bmra thicket 
Gras- Level Under large 
5Y trees with Sandy & Numerous 
Camp low (lOcm.) loose 2 20 larvae 
~bvegeta ti,~m. 
Scattered 
shrubs (l'11.) Sandy & 1 20 0 
not far from loose 
the tree s . 
south Short & Medium Compact 
slope he ight grass Many 20 0 
- soil leve l (3-12 ems .. ) 
' 
I 
! 
I 
' 
\ 
I 
i 
! 
I 
l 
I 
i 
i 
I 
! 
I 
I 
I 
I 
. 
l 
I 
' l 
I 
: 
1 
' I 
I 
.{ 
I 
i 
I 
I 
i 
-
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Indeed, the density o~ the i~estation and the uneven-
ness o~ the substorey vegetation on which the l arvae 
were clustered, made it impossible to distinguish 
clusters o~ larvae probably ~rom di~ferent parent 
females. The in~estation appeared to decrease as 
the degree o~ shelter grew less, until the unshelter~d 
grass several yards ~rom the edge of the f orest seemed 
to be free of isola ted larvae as well as of larval 
clusters. 
Camp 3- N (Autumn). 
Numerous larvae of I. pi losus were ~ound in a 
thicket or hedge growing on a fairly steep s outherly 
slope in Camp 3-N. The thicket was about 7 m. long, 
5 m. wide and 2 m. high. It was exceedingly dense 
and quite impenetrable except a t one point where 
there was a narrow pathway, which just permitted one 
to push one 's way through the width of the thicket. 
In passing thus al ong the pathway I be came ' covered' 
with l arvae of I. pilosus. 
Above the thicket there was a small clearing, 
where t he vegetation consisted o~ short tu~ts o~ 
r ather yellow grass . No larvae o~ I. pilosus were 
found on this Laterally-Sheltered Short Grass. Below 
the thicket, the slope of t he ground became more 
gradual and here there was dense Short Grass which 
was green. No larvae of I . pilosus were found in 
this place. 
Grassy Cam£ (Autumn). 
Grassy Camp was one of the smaller camps at 
Seaview, although it was several morgen in extent . 
Almost the whole camp was covered with grass; mainly 
Short/ •••••• 
Table 5 - Types of situations yielding larval clusters 
of I. pilosus. 
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-·----------~------------------------------------~-------! qf ve[set£J.ti6na.l hcover Remarks [ ll---......-----........ ---..r;JIII---- ""' .. I _ Cat,cgories gf degree 1-w:m;-
1 North 
I I North-west 
1 
West 
Level, etc 
East 
South-east 
South 
5 t-9 I. 1 f ~ 9 1 2. 1 J I 4 I t 
t l I 
' I I 
-----
F-- I 
j 
i 4-----+---+--+---+---+--! -1--+----+---+--·-1 
s s 
. 
I 
+----i--+----+----+---+---t--+- --+---1----r.~~ f ::>J.upe 
s s s,= steep . 1------·----+--+---+--+---+--1--+-----4--+---f_.... ___ ~ 
Hollow ~ 
I 
North-west 
West 
--·4---~----+ f----+----+---r---~-------~ I 
Level, etc . 
._s_-+-_s_+ _s_+---+----+---+---+-~· +---~ 
l East j 
~---t--+---+----+---+--t----+---+--+-· .. ------f 
South-east L_·----4----4---+---~-~ 
South 
Hollow 
Large vall ey 
with no ri ve1' 
Ravine, or 
valley '.vi th 
river. J 
s 
s 
! 
I 
Symbols: T= Trent; G= Grandon; 
I 
- -~·· 
I 
f The.aspects mentioned were on the upper parts of slopes . t 
'-------- ---------------------------------·--------------------__jl 
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Short Grass where the ground slo~ed with sou therly 
a spect, mainly Medium-height Grass on almost level 
ground at the bottom of the slight slo~e. There were 
some groups of large trees and also a few l a r ge 
bushes. 
The camp wa s extensive l y surveyed, but clusters 
of I. pilosus wer e found only near or under the 
shelter of' trees . There were numerous clusters in 
two tree clum~s providing Complete Overhead Cover. 
In all three of the abovementioned inf'ested 
camps the l a rva l clusters of' I~ pilosus were found 
only in well-sheltered situations , and the contrast 
between the heavy inf'estation of s u ch places and the 
ab sence of' cl us t ers in nearby more o~en areas wa s 
striking. Three larval clusters of 1j pilosus were 
found in situations other than those already 
s~ecif'ically mentioned, all in well-shaded 
situations. 
On the other hand, in spring the picture 
ap~eared to be dif'f'er ent ( see Table 5) . The l a rvae 
were present once again in well-shaded and l aterally 
sheltered s ituations, a lthough not in exactly the same 
pl aces as i n autumn, but a notable change was the 
~resence of' the l arval clusters 'in quite exposed 
sit uations. The two most ex~osed clusters wer e 
found in Grassy Cam~, where the ground was slo~ing 
s l ightly to the sout h. One was on a low-growing shrub 
near the east f ence , the other was on r··!edium-height 
Grass in a com~letely unsheltered pl ace o 
The r esults of the surveys at Seaview i ndicate 
that in autumn larval clus t er s of' I . pilosus wer e 
restrict ed/ ••••••• 0 •• 
Table 6 - Types of Situations yielding l arval clusters of 
R. evert s i . 
. 
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Catsgories of degree of vegetational cover. i Remarks 
-
1 ' 2 3 4 5-+ 6 7 8 I 9 I" l 1 t AUTUMN I < 
North j 
---l.--
! .. North- west ~ I l I T T 
West l ·I t 
! G T I Level , etc ls s s F I I East F I 
South- west s l South ! 
I 
. .. .. · ~ ... ... .. 
-+----I . +-Hollow I I I 
I l ---- I I r I 
I 
Large valley ! 
with no river · I I i l t 
-I I I i Ravine, or ! 
valley with I F F ! 
river. I 
--
SPRING i I 
North I I 
I j 
North-west I l 
! T I West : s 
' l Level, etc : s F 
i 
East I i 
South- east ~ 
South i I I 1 i I ! 
. Hollow ' 
--· 
' I { : Larrse valley I I 
with no river I 
Ravine, or · I 
I 
.. 
I I ' ! . ~ valley with I I t I I l river. I I I I I I i I I t I r I • Symbols: T= Trent; G= Grandon; S= Seaview; F= Fort Will~hire. I 
! I The aspects mentioned were on the upper parts of slopes . ! I 
....--·- · 
; 
_j 
Symbols: T= Trent ; G= Grandon) S"' Seaview; F= Fort Willshire. I I 
I 
frhe seve..ral as p ects mentioned were on the u per p p arts of slo es . p I 
restricted to places with overhead, or considerable 
lateral shelterA In spring the clusters were to be 
found in th~ open places as well as in the shade. 
(iii) R. evertsi. 
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Seaview was the farm which yielded the most larvae 
of R. evertsi but even on this farm not enough were 
found to provide a picture of distributional limits. 
Table 6 shows the whole range of places in which 
larval clusters of R. evertsi were found in the 
autumn and the spring surveys. It will be noticed 
that in both scc~sons the.: larval clust·ors ·,rer c 
found in fairly sheltered :places, but not where there 
was over-head shade. This failure to find the 
clusters under trees and in forests may 
be significant. At the other end of the range, it 
can be seen that a cluster was found in one of the 
most exposed and hottest :parts of Trent, and this 
in autumn, i.e. after the hot season of the year. 
(iv) Ao hebraeum. 
In autumn the farm yielding most A. hebraeum was 
Grandon. However, even on this farm there were no 
notable concentrations of larval clusters of this 
species, and thus the relative density of the 
clusters in different microclimates cannot b e 
considered. Table 7 indicates the types of 
situations in which larval clusters of A. hebraewn 
were found on all farms surveyed in the autumn and 
spring. T.b.e topography of the si tuations yielding 
the larval clusters was varied, and the r ange of 
vegetational cover of such places was wide. It 
happened that no clusters were found in situations 
where/ •••• o••••• 
t 
I 
I 
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Table 1 - Types of situations yielding larval clusters of 
A. hebraeum. 
SPRUW 
North 
North-west 
West 
Level, etc. 
East 
South-east 
South 
Hollow 
Cat egories 
1 ! 2 
! 
G 
F 
F 
I 
of degree 
3 1 4 
of vegetational cover •. Remarks 
5 6 __2__i _s __ ,~9-+------l 
G 
T T 
F 
. 
I 
. 
G 
F F s1ee~ F2'=s op 
··-
1--- -
I 
G G Ole 5~f G6 ~ ee op_ . 
I I I I 
II I I I I I 
--+---+---+--J~! --+-----+'--+-----1!----+-'l ---I· 
I I 1 
--
I F 
! I ~ I ! ! 
!,. 
i 
! 
l 
I I ! l I ! ! I 
I I l 
I i 
-I 
I 
I I 
I ! J i i I 
FF Fort \::illshire. 
where there was complete shade, and it is possible 
that such places were unfavourable to these ticks. 
Only two clusters were found in vegetation more 
scanty than Medium-height Grass. One of these 
was found at Grandon on short grass beside .a low 
shrub in a Hollow, a place in some respects 
similar to a Laterally-sheltered situation. More 
remarkable was the presence in autumn at Fort 
Willshire of a cluster in a high place where the 
only vegetation was small tufts of faded grass 
(lOcms.) The presence of stones here might have 
been significant, since conditions under stones 
are usually relatively moist. 
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In spring, clusters of the larvae of A. hebraeum 
were found only at Fort Willshire. The embryological 
development of this species is of much longer dura-
tion than that of the other three species considered 
here (Lounsbury, 1905) and this may be why, after 
the cool winter months, the larval clusters of this 
species were found only on the warmest farm, which 
was also the last to be surveyed in spring. 
6. CONCLUSIONS. 
(i) The distribution of the larva l clusters of 
B. decoloratus appeared to be patchy, at 
l east in autumn, and seemed to be considerably 
affected by the distribution of cattle. 
(ii) In autumn at Seaview the larval clusters of 
I. pilosus appeared to be limited to situations 
with Complete Overhead Cover or Incomplete 
Overhead Cover, while in spring the clusters 
were to be found also in more open situations. 
(iii)/ •••••••• 
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(iii) It appeared possible that situations with 
Complete Overhead Cover were climatically 
unfavourable to B. decoloratus, Ro evertsi, or 
A. U~b~ae~m, Since the larval clusters of these 
species were not found in such places. At the 
other end of the range of vegetational cover, 
there were indefinite indications that 
situations with sparse vegetation and no 
stones could also be unfavourable to the 
successful development of larval ticks. Larval 
clusters of these three species were found at 
one or other farm in most categories of vege-
tational cover between these two extremes, but 
the absence of clusters on bushes was puzzling~ 
(iv) In most cases infest ed patches were too small 
to permit comparison of situations which dif-
fered mainly in topography, but,in spring at 
Tren~ slopes of various aspects with sparse 
Grass and Stones could be compared and it 
appeared that the clusters of B. decoloratus 
were to be found only on the warmer aspects 
at this time of the year. 
• 
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\ A--~ -= hecJrcls from the farm neighbouring ~~avj§.l:O 
TYPES O,L.'tQ£0.GRAPHY ~ V®:_ETATION ON THE 
FARMS SURVEYED FOR LARVAL TICK§o 
Photo 1 . 
Large Valley ~Yi,th a River - Fort Willshire . 
A sout h- east ern view of the Keiskama River 
valleyt on the edge of Fort ~illshire. 
Hollow or s~all valley - Trent • 
. The slope in the fore-ground is the north-
facing rocky slope which was infest ed with l arvae 
of B. decoloratu~ in spring (1957). 
( 

Photo 3. 
Complete Overhead Cover - Seaview. 
Some of the substorey vegeta tion in the 
• 
Alexandria Forest of Camp 2·-N., Numerous larvae 
of Io pilosus were found on such shaded vegetation 
both in autumn and in spring (1957) . 
~dge of Alexandria Forest -- Seaviewo 
The f ores t fringe providing in parts 
Incomplete Overhead Cover . Tall - Medium-height 
Grass appears in the fore~· gr ound. I n autumn ( 1957) 
the fores t and its fringe were found t ~ be h eavily-
infested with the l arvae of I. pilosus , while the 
more open grassy ar ea was appar ently fre e of -
cluster s of these tickso 
B12.to 5. 
gcomplete Overhead Cov~. - Fort iJtTillshire. 
A group of ~phorbia grancid~ ( Haw ) and 
other vegetation providing Incomplete Overhead 
Cover. 
Photo _£. 
Incomplete Overhead _Qoy~Jld Ll!}';erally=.§)lel t ered 
Medium-he~~ Gras~ - Seaviewo 
The grassy area under the larges t Acacia 
tree is provided wi th Incomplet e Overhead Cover; 
the grass y areas between the. trees is Lat erally-
shelter edo 


Photo .....I. 
Laterafly-sheltered~ed~~-peight Grass - Trent. 
Part of the 'zone of scattered bush' of 
Gum Trees Camp~ Several clusters of larvae of 
Be decoloratus were found in autumn (1957) on the 
- ··- - ·-
grass of this zone, but none on the bushesd 
Photo 8~. 
Laterally- shtltered Short Q_~§.§. • - Sea view . 
Photo 2· 
Tall Grass - Seaview. 
Photo .l:.Qo 
Tall - Medium:-h~gh,t Gl"'ass -·  r.rr ent . 
For the sal.:e of' simplicity~ such grass has 
been placed in the same category as the Tall Grass, 
in the presentation of: the survey data. 


Photo llo 
Medium-he ight ·Grass - Trent. 
In Gum Trees Camp. Pa:r:-t of the gr assy road 
above the zone of scattered bushy the edge of which 
can be seen to the right of the picture .. The 
Medium- height Grass was well- infested with larval 
clusters of' B. de colora tus. in autum!'l ( 1957) o 
Photo .~ 
Open area ~low the zone of ~ tte~ed _ _lmsh - 1r:L"'ent o 
In Gum Trees CamD~ Larval clusters we~e 
mainly near the ~ence which can be seen in the 
pictureo Part o~ the zone o~ scattered bush can 
be seen on the lefto (See also photo 7,) 
Sh_o.r.t _ _Qras§. - Trent o 
A closer view o~ the g~assy area near the 
fence (see above )o At the time of the survey in 
autumn 1957 the grass was m.:rr.e short-cropped~ 
. 


Photo 14. 
Sparse Grass \li t_4 _ §tones - Fort Willshire o 
P. + J ... ~.ll.?.:= 0 ·2 c 
Sparse Grass with NQ ~tc~~ - Fort Willshire o 
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Chapter III - STUDIES ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF LARVAL TICKS 
IN MICROCLIMATICALLY DIFFERENT FIELD 
SITUATIONS. 
1. INTRODUCTORY REMARKS. 
The surveys described in the previous chapter 
indicate that microclimates affect the distribution of 
the larval clusters of at least some of the species 
considered. But such surveys alone could not show 
whether or not the influence of microclimates is direct. 
To solve this problem various plots were chosen in the 
field, engorged female ticks were introduced into these 
places, and the survival and development of the ticks 
and their eggs were observed. Originally it was 
intended that the longevity of larval ticks would also 
be investigated but this intention had to be abandoned. 
Temperature and moisture conditions are considered 
to be the most important climatic factors afEecting 
the distribution of terrestrial arthropods (Wiggles-
worth, 1953; Uvarov, 1931). In this context the variable 
factor was considered to be a combination of tempera-
ture and moisture conditions, and the r esponses of thy 
ticks possibly affecting the distribution of the larval 
clusters were considered separately to some extent, 
namel~as survival of engorged female ticks and their 
eggs, and rate of development ( Mason & Langenheim, 1957). 
2. THE OBSERVATION PLOTS. 
For the study of direct effects of climate on the 
survival and development of 'pre-larval' ticks, 
suitable/ ••••••••• 
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suitable ~ield situations had to be chosen where 
engorged ~emale ticks could be introduced and subse-
quent events observed. At the time o~ choosing the 
plots only the autumn surveys had been made. These 
indicated that vegetational cover probably had a 
considerable e~~ect on the distribution o~ larval 
clusters o~ at least some o~ the species considered. In 
nutunn there was no indication o~ e~fects o~ topo-
graphy, but nevertheless it was realised that if 
vegetational cover ~as iwpo~tant, it was likely that 
topography was as wello Thus it was decided 
that plots should be chosen which were di~~erent in 
degrees o~ vegetational cover, but, ~or the sake of 
simplicity, they should i~ possible be topographically 
similar. 
Several ~airly suitable plots were chosen in two 
areas, which appeared to be very di~~erent, not only 
in macroclimate, but also in ~loristic constitution. 
I~ the results ~rom both areas could be explained in 
terms o~ direct climatic effects it would then be 
unlikely that other ~actors such as chemical di~ferences 
in the soils of the several plots, were important. 
It was decided that the plots would be on ~arms, 
since there they would be undisturbed by inquisitive 
or acquisitive humans. Furthermore, it was hoped 
that the ~arms would be tick-infested so that results 
obtained ~rom introduced ticks could be checked 
against the natural distribution o~ ticks on the 
same farm. However, the farms eventually chosen did 
not ~lfill this latter requirement. 
Some difficulty was experienced in finding 
farmers who were willing to permit the introduction 
of cattle ticks onto their farms. The late Mr . 
William Chalmers was mainly interested in farming 
vegetables and kindly offered to risk the lives of 
his milk cows for the sake of Science. His farm 
was ' Mount Pleasant' (see Photo 16 and Map), 
which was only five miles from Grahamstown, the 
headquarters of the investigation. 
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By way of contrast, plots were also chosen at 
the much drier-looking farm Hounslow (see Photo 17 
and Map ), which was mainly a sheep farm and was owned 
by Mr. Gowan Dell. The Hounslow plots were about 
fifteen miles by road from Grahamstown. 
( i:' The Pl..Q..ts..:,~~<?.1~n.t P~q.P:.~.E_z:.t_ .. ~· . 
The plant communities at Mount Pleasant were 
very varied in different parts of the farm. However, 
the areas shown in Photo 16 appeared to have vege-
t at ion not unlike some of tha t at Trent and Grandon 
and this seemed to be an advantage . Since this area 
was quite conveniently situated, it was decided that 
observation plots would be chosen there. Unfortunately 
the choice of vegetationally various plots at Mount 
Pleasant necessarily involved chosing topographically 
different places. In view of this, and of the fact 
that no information was available on the effects of 
topography on larval distribution, it was considered 
that no purpose would b e served by detailed considera-
tion of the survey results to aid the choice of plots. 
In any case, the macro-climatic differences between 
Mount/ •••••••••• 
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Mount Pleasant and the four surveyed farms would 
probably mean that such a detailed consideration would 
be wasted effort. It was decided that, in view of the 
existence of larval clusters of one or other species 
in a wide variety of vegetational cover on the surveyed 
farms, plots would be chosen to represent as wide a 
range as was possible and convenient. 
At Mount Pleasant the plot affording the greatest 
degree of vegetational cover was in a forest, where 
the most conspicuous tree was Euphorbia grandidens 
(Haw.) This forest was on a south-facing slope. 
Another plot was also on a south slope, but at an 
altitude a few metres higher. This was in an area 
where there were bushes of various sizes with rather 
sparsely-growing grass in between. A more exposed 
plot was chosen, at an intermediate altitude, in a 
place where the ground was more level, although 
sloping slightly east. The soil of this plot was 
completely covered with short, lawn-like grass. A 
plot with very little vegetational cover was chosen 
at a slightly lower altitude on a gradua l westerly 
slopeo Here there was sparse grass and little other 
vegetation, although in the mornings, when shadows 
were long , this plot was shaded by a belt of trees 
a few metres to the east. 
The p lot s were numbered in the order which 
seemed to represent a graded series from the usually 
most equable plot to the usually most extreme: 
I. Fores t plot (Photosl8 and 19); 
II. Bushes of bushy plot (Photo 22 ); 
III. Grass of bushy plot (Photo 23); 
IV/ •• o ••••••••••• 
IV. Dense-grass plot (Photo 25); 
Vo Sparse-grass plot (Photos 26 and 30)~ 
Each of these was 7mox .7m. except Plots II and III 
which formed a combined plot of 7m. x 14m. 
ii) The Plots at Hounslow. 
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After plots had been chosen and fenced off at 
Mount Pleasant, suitable _areas were sought at Hounslow. 
At this relatively dry farm an attempt was made to 
choose plots which would be microclimatically as 
similar as possible to those already chosen at 
Mount Pleasant. 
One double-sized plot (7m. x 14m.) was in a 
shallow gulley (Photo 20) where a large bush provided 
Complete Overhead Cover, and this and other nearby 
trees and bushes surrounded and laterally sheltered 
an area of about 7m. x 7m. with scanty ground cover 
of sparse grass and a f ew low shrubs. Another plot 
(7mo x 7m.) was chosen on a slight south slope which 
supported a few scattered bushes and thick, but short-
cropped, tufts of grasso A third plot (7m. x 7m.) 
was on level ground where there was a sparse cover of 
stolOniferous grass. It was thought the grass of 
this place might at some time become dense, and thus 
fairly comparable with that of Plot IV at Mount 
Pleasant, but in f act it remained sparse throughout 
the investigation. 
The vegetational and topographica l characteristics 
of the Hounslow Plots suggest ed that they could be 
numbered in the following order, ranging from the 
l east to the most extreme in climate conditions. 
(Turn to Page 40 ) 
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Table 8 - Comparison of Features of' the "Corres-
pending" Plots at Mount Pleasant and Hounslow. 
Plot 
No. 
I. 
'Mount Pleasant' 
Description. 
Complete to Incomplete 
Overhead cover provided 
by 7-lOm. Euphorbia 
grandidens and by smal-
ler trees. 
Substorey vegetation 
.. .abundant but covering 
only part of' the ground 
Much leaf debris, but 
under this the soil 
quite firm although 
containing much humus. 
'Hounslow' 
Plot! 
No. Description. 
1. Complete to Incomplete 
Overhead Cover provided 
mainly by one large, 
low skirted bush, about 
3m. high and 5m. wide. 
Little substorey vege-
tation in parts used 
for ticks. 
iMuch undecayed leaf' de-
bris most of the time. 
So'il beneath firm; con-
taining relatively 
little humus • 
~ Slope fairly steep; as- On a small patch of 
t1 pect south. level ground in a shal-
o g. ll.ow gull.ey worn by rain. 
8~--;·------------------~~--~,--------------------~ 
II/ Ground partly covered 2. 1Main ground cover sparre 
. 
s:l 
0 
•r-l 
-!-=' 
co 
-!-=' 
(]) 
M 
(]) 
p. 
. 
r-1 
•r-1 
0 
U) 
III by two large dense I grass; h ere and there 
bushes, two smal~ dense. jlowgrowing and some · 
bushes, several shrubs, I larger small-leafed 
.and a considerable plants • .A:rea sheltered 
amount of sparsely a lmost completely from 
growing grass; also a wind on all sides. Nar-
f'ew small Acacia karroo row gaps in the barri-
(Hayne ). cade of bush to the 
North-west & South-west 
Much l eaf' debris under 
~ushes . Soil firm es-
pecially away from bush 
Aspect south. 
Slope steep. 
.l. 
I 
l 
! 
I 
Little debris • 
Soil firm. 
1
1
· on level ground imme-
diately beside Plot 1: 
I 
~ 
I 
I 
r-1 
•rl 
0 
tl) 
Plot 
No. 
rv. 
v. 
'Mount Pleasant' 
Description. Plot No. 
Ground covered com- 3. 
pletely with densely 
growing grass, Short 
to Medium Height. 
Sheltered from wind to 
. a slight degree by 
trees on south side. 
Much grass and manure 
debris in soil, which 
was loose to the depth 
of several centimeters 
in some parts. Surface 
soil firm in some 
places. 
Fairly l evel ground 
sloping slightly to 
the East in part. 
In part used, main ve- 4. 
getation small tufts 
of gra s s about 15 ems 
apart from one another . 
Protected laterally to 
some extent by tall. 
trees to the East and 
shorter vegetation to 
the South. 
Soil very firm. Little 
debris. Some smal~ 
stones here and there 
on the soil surface. 
Slope slight; aspe ct 
westerly. 
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' Hounslow' 
Description. 
Main vegetation wide 
tufts of grass or other 
low-growing plants, 
30cm. or more apart. 
Sheltered from wind to 
a slight degree on all 
sides by scattered 
bushes. 
Soil firm, but overlaid 
with much sheep faeces 
in various s t ages of 
decomposition. 
Slope steeper; aspect 
·southerly. 
Stoloniferous grass 
sparse during the 
investigation. 
Little debris. Soil 
loose and dusty in a 
1 em. layer over firm-
er s oil. Many small 
chips of sla t e about. 
On l evel ground. 
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1. Under the large bush of the gulley plot (Photo 21); 
2. The laterally-shaded part of the gulley plot 
(Photo 24) ;. 
3. The tufted grass plot on the slight southern 
slope (Photo 28); 
4. The level plot with very sparse grass cover 
(Photo 27). 
Details of the characteristics of the plots on the 
t wo f a rms are compared on Pages· 38 and 39 and 
photographs of them ar e shown at the end of the 
0hapter. The Mount Pleasant plots were photographed 
while still in use, but some of the plots at Hounslow 
wer e photographed some months aft er the investigations 
at t hat farm, when the f ences enclosing the plots 
had already b een di smantled. 
3. THE CLIMATIC CONDITIONS .• 
(i) Methods of Measurement. (Photos 3t to 3~). 
To check the assumption about the climate relations 
between plots, i t was necessary to make some measur ements. 
No real effort was made to r ecord specific f actors in 
the environments of the ticks introduced, although it 
was hoped that the climat e data would provide some 
information in this regard. The pl ot s were visited 
once a week, almost always in the after noon. 
Some idea of moisture relations between plots 
was obtained by the following means: -
Raingauges . On each of the two farms a standard 
raingauge and an aut omat ic gauge were erected in the 
plot which had fairly level ground and low veget ation, 
namely/ ••••••••• 
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namely Plot IV at Mount Pleasant and Plot 4 at Hounslow. 
'Bottle Funnels'. Nine similar fUnnels were made of 
galvanized irono Each plot was provided with a fUnnel 
in a large bottle, which was buried in the soil so 
that the upper rim of the funnel was about 30 ems. 
above the soil surface. If the bottles had not 
overflowed, some idea was obtained of the relative 
amount of rain directly reaching the low vegetation 
and soil of each plot. 
Piche Evaporimeters (Piche, 1872), were constructed 
and placed in the various plots, the evaporating 
discs being about 8 ems. above the soil surface. 
Evaporation could be measured along the length of the 
water-containing column and compared in the different 
plots of a farm (February- May 1958). The readings 
obtained from the two farms were not comparable 
because the bore of the glass tubes of the evapori-
meters at Mount Pleasant was different to that of the 
tubing used for Hounslow and I omitted to measure the 
differ ence. 
Anemometer, In October and November, 1957 a few 
r eadings of wind speed were made in the different plots 
with the aid of a Cup Anemometer. On each occasion 
one to three series of neasurcrnents were ma:de in rapid 
succession irt.the sever al plots. 
Soil Samples, were collected each week from the plots 
from October 1957 to the beginning of March, 1958 so 
that percentage saturation of the surface soils could 
be compared at least intermittently. The samples 
wer e collected in 7.5 em. x 2.5 em. gl ass tubes , 
stoppered with corks which ha d been soaked in hot 
wax to render them more waterproof. The sampl es were 
wei ghed/ ••••••••••• 
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weighed before and after oven-drying for 24 hours at 
100°C, and the water content was calculatedo Since 
the soils of the several plots were very different, 
their absolute water content was of less interest than 
the percentage saturation. This latter was calculated 
by comparing the water content with that of samples 
of plot soils which had been saturated with water in 
the laboratory and allowed to drain for 5o5 hours (no 
evaporation permitted). Correction was made for dif-
ferences in quantity (dry weight) of soil coilected 
in different samples from the same plot. 
Temperature relations between plots were assessed 
as follows:-
Maximum and Minimum Thermometerso From December, 
1957 till the end of the investigation, temperatures 
in the plots of both farms were measured by means of 
separate maximum and minimum thermometers. These were 
supported about 5.0 ems. above the ground and shaded 
by wooden screens. In January some of the maximum 
thermometers were transferred to the soil, where they 
were housed in galvanized iron pipes stoppered at both 
ends with corks (Johnson & Davies, 1927). The pipes 
were placed horizontally and covered with about 1 em. 
of soil. The maximum temperatures r ecorded in the soil 
provided a more contrasting picture of heat relations 
between plots than did the air temperatures shown on 
the thermometers above the soil. Burial of minimum 
thermometers was also attempted but this had a bad 
effect on the alcohol columns of these instruments. 
Further information was obtained about the climates 
of Mount Pleasant and Hounslow ~rom two Negretti and 
Zambra/ ••••••• 
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Zambra air thermohygrographs. These instruments were 
not similarly housed on the two farms; the one at 
Hounslow was placed on the veranda of an unused 
homestead, which was by day one of the coolest places 
on the farm, while at Mount Pleasant the instrument 
was placed in a small fowl house where the maximum 
air temperatures were sometimes similar to those of 
the exposed plots on that farm (..';.p:gendix ) On 
the other hand, at both farms, the minimum air tempera-
tures recorded by the thermohygrographs and the ther-
mometers in the plots were similar. 
The temperatures recorded on the thermohygrographs 
have been used to provide a picture of seasonal changes 
in the temperature regime of Hounslow and Mount 
Pleasanto The relative humidities recorded h~ve not 
been used since the information obtained from the 
raingauges was adequateo 
Thermohygrographs and raingauges were not 
available at the start of the plot investigations, and 
thus $Orne use has been made of data recorded at the 
Veterinary Station at Grahamstown. The climate of 
Grahamstown was similar to that of Mount Pleasant, 
but less similar to the Hounslow climate. 
The records of micro-climatic conditions did not 
prove to be entirely adequate sinoe the measurements 
were not made frequently enough or for long enough 
periods during the investigation. Nevertheless, it 
was found possible to make the somewhat cautious 
stat ements about climat e relations which a r e present ed 
in the following two sections. (See Appendix for details). 
(ii)/ •••••••••••• 
(ii) Climate Relations between Plots at Hounslow. 
High Temperatures. 
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Maximum air and soil temperatures at Hounslow 
were recorded mainly in plots 1, 3 and 4. The indi-
cations obtained are presented belowo 
Plot 1 was always the coolest plot in the day 
time, until some heavy rain necessitated a change o~ 
position to slightly higher and drier ground within 
the same plot.. The move was made on 23rd January 
1958 and, once the effects of the heavy rains had 
worn off, i.e. when the soil was no longer unusually 
wet, the new Plot 1 situation apparently became one 
of the hottest plots during the day. The maximum 
temperature relations between Plots 3 and 4 were much 
less distinct, but Plot 3 almost invariably showed a 
lower maximum temperature than did Plot 4. The few 
maximum temperature records made in Plot 2 late in the 
investigation indicated that, during the day, this was 
one of the coolest of the Hounslow plots at least at 
a cool, fairly damp time of year. 
It seems that the Hounslow plots had been graded 
from the usually coolest to the usually hottest by 
day, although the temperature relations of Plot 2 are 
less definite than those of the others since very few 
r ecords were made in this plot. 
Low Temperatures . 
Minimum air tempera tures were r e corded also 
mainly in Plots 1, 3 and 4, and these indicated that 
at night Plot 4 was usually the coldest and Plot 1 was 
frequently the warmest of the three. J~ter rain Plot 
1 was sometimes cooler a t night than was Plot 3. A 
few/ •.••••••••• 
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~ew records o~ minimum temperatures recorded in Plot 
2 indicated that this plot was sometimes as cold or 
colder than any o~ the other three plots~ This was 
probably partly because of the low-lying situation o~ 
Plot 2 .. ' • 
Moisture,. 
The percentage soil saturation values ~or the 
di~~erent plots were not strictly comparable because 
o~ the undoubted di~~erences in the physical properties 
o~ the soils (Richards, 1928). Nevertheless, comparison 
of the soil saturation data from the different plots 
appears to provide a ~airly comprehensible picture. 
At Hounslow, Plots 1 and 2 were usually wetter 
than Plots 3 and 4. This was especially apparent some 
days after rain, when much water had been lost from 
the surface soils o~ the two plots which were more 
exposed and also situated higher ~P· 
Plot 1 was usually moister than Plot 2, until 
the change o~ the utilized part o~ Plot 1 to a higher 
and drier position, when ticks and thermometers were 
threatened by rainwaters; then Plot 2 seemed to be 
usually more humid. 
In dry weather,Plot 4, thv most exposed, WPS us.ually 
slightly drier than Plot 3, but sometimes, not many 
days after r ain. the r el ationship was reversed, probably 
because although Plot 3 had more vegetationa l cover, 
it was on sloping ground, whereas Plot 4 was on l evel 
ground in a slightly depressed areao 
Thus i t seemed that in the dry seasons the plots 
at Hounslow were graded ~rom the most to the least 
humid/o••o•••••••• • •• 
humid, but that in wetter periods, for one reason or 
another the moisture r el ations were somewhat 
different. 
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(iii) Climate Relations between Plots at Mount Pleasant. 
High Temperatures . 
Maximum air and soil temperature records were 
made mainly in Plots I, IV and V and these indicate. 
that Plot I was usually the coolest by day, which was 
to be expectedo It had been thought that Plot V would 
be hotter than Plot IV but this was not the case , 
Perhaps Plot V was usually cooler because it was 
shaded by trees for a considerable part of the morning. 
A few records of maximum temperatures made in 
Plots II and III indicated that by day Plot II was 
warmer than Plot I but cooler than Plots IV and V, 
while Plot III was frequently the -hottest of all 
plots. The last indication is doubtless related 
to the relatively dry nature of Plot III as mentioned 
below. 
The difference in the maxima of s everal plots 
at Mount Pleasant became l ess and less as the 
cooler weather advanced, until finally the more 
exposed plots were cooler than Plot I, 
but by this time the tick investigations were 
virtually at an end . 
Low Temper atures . 
• 
Minimum air temperatures were recorded only in 
Plots I, IV and V, and these indicate that of the 
three Plot I was usually the warmest ot night 
and Plot IV usually the coolest. Thus Plot I V, usually 
aho·.ved the highest and the lowest t emperatures . · 
the/ ••••••••• 
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Moisture. 
The soil saturation data, which are roughly com-
parable between plots, indicate that the moisture 
relations of the Mount Pleasant plots were very varia-
ble. This was probably mainly because: (a) the 
exposed plots were most exposed to rain, which fell 
quite frequently on this farm: (b) Plots II and 
III were on a steep slope, where rainwater must have 
drained away more quickly than was the case in the 
more level plots I, IV and V; (c) the evaporation 
from the sheltered plots tended to be less than in the 
exposed plots; and (d) the vegetation in the plots 
did not remain the same, especially in Plot IV where 
the grass was sometimes short, sometimes medium 
height, sometimes green and sometimes dry and yellow. 
Despite the complications, it can be stated that 
the following seemed to be usually the case:-
Plot I - among the wetter plots; 
Plot II - probably wetter than the more exposed plots; 
Plot III - among the drier plots; 
Plot IV - wetter than Plot V, unless grass 'dry and 
yellow'; 
Plot V - drier than Plot IV unless grass or the latter 
'dry and yellow', 
(iv) Climate Relations between Farms. f 
In this context little purpose would be served by 
a comparison or macroclimatic conditions such as might 
be recorded in a Stevenson's Screen, although it is 
true that if one wished to generalise about the 
distribution/.o•••••• 
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distribution of ticks in areas other than those 
investigated in detail, such r ecords would be 
essential. This type of generalisation was not 
required from the present investigation and thus in 
comparing the two farms here the only concern is to 
consider the climate relations between 'corresponding 
plots' (cf Table 8). In this it is necessary to bea~ 
in mind that the plots of the two farms were not 
visited on the same days. 
High Temperatures . 
Plots 1/I. Plot I was warmer by day, but later Plot 
1 was warmer, after the change of the used part of 
Plot 1, and when the effects of rains had largely 
worn off (cf 3 ii); 
Plots 3/III. Plot III was warmer, according'to the 
small amount of data avail abl e ; 
Plots 3/IV. Pl ot IV wns warmer until towards the. end of 
March, when Plot 3 b e came apparently warmer, pro-
bably because the general temperatures of Mount 
Pleasant were dropping while those at Hounsl ow 
remained at a r elatively high l evel; a lso the 
vegetational cover of Plot 3 was les s than at Plot IV; 
Plots 4/V. Pl ot 4 vme probably u8ually the warmer ~plot, 
but the picture is rathe r obscured by differences 
shown in the air t emperature and soil temperature 
r el a tions. 
Low Temper a tures. 
The Hounslow plots appeared to b e colder at night 
than the corresponding plots at Mount Pleasant. On at 
l east / ••••••••••• 
least one occasion the temperature appeared to be 
considerably l ower, namely when Mount Pleasant was 
visited on 2nd December and Hounslow was visited two 
days later. Then all plots a t liount Pleasant showed 
minimum air temperatures o~ at least l0°C, while the 
Hounslow plots, during a similar period, had minima 
o~ 3°C and less. 
Moistur e o 
The soil saturation values indicat el that the 
Hounslow plots 1, 3 and 4 were usually drier than 
the corresponding plots at Hount Pleasant, as one 
would expect from the rai~all datao This was 
apparently not the case for Plot 2. The moist ure 
relations between the low-lying Plot 2 and the slop-
ing Plot III appeared to be very variable. 
4o THE TICKS. 
(i) Sources o~ Engorged Female Ticks. 
Some attempts were made to rear l arge numbers o~ 
engorged ~emale ticks in the l aboratory, on the ears 
o~ rabbits, but this was not practicable, and thus 
t he ticks had to be collected ~rom hosts in the 
fieldo Since sufficient numbers of the ticks could 
not be found within one small area, they were collected 
from several di~~erent places in the Eastern Cape 
Province, - but most o~ them carne from cattle in the 
vicinity o~ Grahamstown or of the town of Bathursto The 
ticks were plucked ~rom their hosts usually just be~ore 
the cattle were dipped or sprayed with acaricide, 
i.e. a t l east a week after they had l ast been treated 
for parasites. 
The engorged female ticks were pla ced togethe r 
ill/ •. f" e • G e • e • e 
in large glass tubes stoppered with cotton-wool, 
and were kept on the laboratory bench until they 
were introduced into the plots at Mount Pleasant 
and Hounslow. Ticks collected on a certain date at 
one dipping place or f'arm constituted a ti-clc 'batch', 
which was shared out between the plots, if' possible 
on poth f'arms. This of'ten meant that each plot had 
a very small sample of' a batch, particularly during 
the cooler months of' the year when it was dif'f'icult 
to obtain large numbers of' ticks. 
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Ticks introduced onto the two :farms were always 
introduced on dif'f'erent days, since the transport 
:facilities available did not permit visits to both 
:farms on one day. On each f'arm, introduction of' ticks 
of' a batch was ef'f'ected within the space of' one to 
three hours, usually in the af'ternoon. 
fii) Methods of' Con:fining Ticks. 
It was necessary to con:fine the engorged :females 
in some way since they were some times inclined to 
walk. To prevent the loss o:f the ticks 'wards' 
were designed (Photo. 30) to con:fine them to an 
area of' 23cm. x 23cm. This arrangement was not 
satis:factory because the engorged ~emales showed a 
tendency to burrow under the walls of' the ward and 
in this way some o:f them 'escaped'. Also in plots 
such as Plot IV ( Mount Pleasant) it was difficult 
to :find ticks in a ward because the grassy ground 
cover was dense. 
Eventually it was decided that each engorged 
:female tick and her eggs would be con:fined to a 
glass/ ••• ~•••••o•••• 
glass tube, without a bottom so that rain water 
would not accumulate, but with a base and a cap 
of organdi or terylene fabric. 
The four species of ticks differed considerably 
in size and the tubes containing them also varied 
depending on the girth of the tick. Thus Io pilosus 
and B. decoloratus were placed in small tubes of 
about 1 ern. in diameter and 2.5 ern. in height; 
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A. hebraeurn went into large tubes, about 2.5 em. x 
4.0 em; and tubes for the females of R. evertsi were 
intermediate in size being l.5 em. x 3.0 em. The 
thickness of the tube g lass was similar in each 
case, except that some tubes used for R. evertsi 
had walls about twice as thick as the others. 
The tubes were placed upright in a shallow hole 
in the soil and just covered usually with soil or 
plant debris. Since several tubes were introduced at 
one time, the tubes of a batch were buried in gro~ps 
as illustrated in Photo30~ 
From the practical point of view the tubes were 
on the whole satisfactory for confining ticks. If 
the fabric cap of a tube was removed, the contained 
f emal es or eggs could be tipped into the hand and 
closely examined . 
Only the tube data are considered her e since 
comparison of these data and those obtained from 
ticks confined in wards showed some discrepancy. 
This su,gges"iSJ the possibility that the results 
obtained from the tubes were 'unnatural'. However, 
it seems. unlikely that tube conditions cou~d be so 
unnatural as to invalidate the resu~ts of the 
present/ ••••••••• 
present investigation. 
(iii) Examination of Tick~. 
The ticks in the tubes were examined once a 
week, and each time notes were made on features of 
the females and eggs which might have had some bear-
ing on the survival or rate of development of the 
pre-larval stages. 
Survival. 
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If a female tick was active it was, of course, 
alive. ~fuen inactive , it might have been dead, but 
if there was any doubt, the tick was replaced in its 
tube and left until it was clearly dead. In this way 
several 'dead ' ticks were permitted to cbme to life. 
On cold days breathing closely on an inactive female 
sometimes induced it to show signs of lifeo Obvious 
indications of death of the engorged females were, 
(a) hard dryness of the whole bod~r or brittleness of 
the limbs; (b) dark discolouration of the whole body; 
and (c) mouldiness or other signs of decay. 
It was more difficult to ascertain whether or 
not the eggs wer e alive. Obvious shrivelling 
indicated death. Less obvious signs of ill-health 
were also noted, but, except in the earl y stages of 
the investigation, 'sick' eggs were left in the 
plots and examined every week for as l ong as there 
was a possibility of their being alive. 
Rate of Development. 
Several features indicative of developmental 
processes were noted and these are listed below. 
( n) The ••••••••• 
(c) The onset of oviposition marked the end of 
the 'pre-oviposition period' (Hitchcock, 1955b). 
(b) The external appearance of the eggs provided 
some indication of the stage of development of the 
embryo within. At a fairly late stage of develop-
ment, a white speck beca~mvisible on each egg, 
a.nd such 1.:J(J J!'C referred to as . ~ 'speckled' eggs. 
The speck on a tick egg is the visible sign of an 
accumulation of uric acid or guanine at the base of 
the malpighian tubules of t he developing larva 
(Arthur, 1948 ). 
(c) Hatching was the last step in the development 
of the larvae to be consi stantly considered. 
Larvae of almost all groups which h atched, also 
managed to tan their cuticles successfully. 
5. THE EFFECTS OF CLIMATE ON RATE OF DEVELOPMENT. 
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Reference to Figures 2 and 3 will show that, on 
the whole, development was faster in the more exposed 
plots. Furthermore, at Mount Pleasant it was evident 
that development was ~uicker during the warmer months~ 
In fact examination of the exceptions to the rule 
shows that most of the data were compatible with the 
notion that development was faster in the places which 
were in the main warmer (Hitchcock, 1955 b). Some of 
the data are consider ed specifically below. 
( i ) Examples of Fast~r Deyelopment in 'Warmer Si.tuations. 
(a) Of the batch of B. decoloratus introduced into the 
Mount· Pleasant plots in January, 1958, the group in 
Plot III commenced oviposition sooner than those in the 
more exposed Plot IV. This was not surprising since 
Plot/ ......... (I 
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Plot III was knovrn to vary in its climatic relations 
with r~spect to Plots IV and V and was sometimes 
evidently the war mest plot during the day. 
(b) Of a batch of B. decoloratus introduced into 
the Hounslow plots in March 1958, those in Plot 1 
laid eggs before the females in the more exposed 
t ypes of plot. The probable explanation for this is 
that the section of Plot 1 used in the l atter part 
of the investigation at Hounslow was sometimes warmer 
Table 9. 
Date 
. 
~·: 15/I 
116/I 
119/I 
1
1
33/I 
Development of 
B. d.ecoloPatus 
in 
Plot I Plot 1 
( Mt.P.) (Houns). 
• 
Introd.l 
> 
Introd. 
No eggs 
EGGS 
EGGS 26/I 
30/I 
2/II 
6/II 
9/II 
13/II 
16/II 
I EGGS 
I EGGS 
I EGGS 
I EGGS I I 
I 20/II 
23/II 
27/II 
2/III 
6/III 
I I EGGS I 
! Speckled! 
1 
!Speckled j 
I 
< 9/III l 
i 14/IIII 
' ! ; I 
: . 
Speckled I 
Speckled 
LARVAE 
I Speckled 
Speckled I 
LARVAE I 
than the YJ.or c exposed plots, 
- even during the da y. 
(c) The picture obtained 
from the comparison of data 
for 'corresponding plots' of 
the two farms can be ex-
plained mainly in the same 
terms. 
A batch of B. decolo~ 
ratus was collected at 
Grahamstown on 13th January, 
1958 , and was introduced 
into the Eount Pleasant 
plots on 15th, and to Houns-
low on 16th January. As can 
be seen in Table 9 those in 
the most sheltered plot o;f' 
each farm developed at about 
the same rate. The climate 
data suggest. that the 
maximum/ •••••• 
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maximum temperatures in Plots I (Mount Pleasant) and 
1 (Hounslow) were similar, although the minimum 
temperatures were lower at Hounslow. A different 
result was · obtained when a second batch of the same 
species, collected in Grahamstown on 3rd February, 
was introduced into the higher and drier part of 
Plot 1 (Hounslow) but into the usual type of place 
in the corresponding plot at Mount Pleasant. Table 
10 shows the striking difference in the developmental 
rates in these two plots, which, in view of the 
earlier result, is another demonstration of faste.r 
development in the higher and drier part of Plot 1 
at Hounslow (see (b) above). 
Table 10. 
~~ 
-
' l B. decoloratus R. evertsi I 
i Date 1 (3rd February Batch). (21st January Batch). 
f Plot I Plot 1 P1.ot I Plot 1 ! 22/I I Introduced 
I 123/I Introduced I 26/I No eggs. 
30/I EGGS 
2/II EGGS 
4/II Introduced 
6/II Introduced EGGS 
9/II No eggs EGGS 
13/II EGGS EGGS 
16/II EGGS EGGS 
20/II EGGS EGGS 
23/II EGGS EGGS 
27/II EGGS Speckled 
2/III EGGS S:Peckled 
6/III Speckled Speckled 
9/III EGGS Speckled 
14/III Speckled LARVAE 
16/III EGGS 
' ! Speckled 
21/III LARVAE 
23/III Speckled Speckled 
28/III 
30/III Speckled Speckled 
4/IV 
6/IV Speckled LARVAE 
11/IV 
l3/IV Speckl ed 
18/IV 
20/IV LARVAE 
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A similar result (also shown in Table 10) was 
obtained for a batch of R. evertsi which was collected 
at the Bathurst sprayrace on 21st January. However 
in this case the difference in rate of development 
in Plots I and 1 was only evident in the speckled 
stage of the eggs. 
(ii) I \ Example of Slower Development in a Warmer 
Situa'ti.2!!. 
When the rate of development differed in 
Plots IV and V, both at cool and at warm times of the 
year, it was slower in Plot IV than in Plot V, 
despite the usually warmer diurnal temperatures of 
the former. Possibly related to this is the fact that 
comparable ticks of B. decoloratus and R. evertsi, 
which were introduced onto the two farms in February, 
developed faster in Plot 3 of Hounslow than in warmen 
corresponding Plot IV. The relevant data for the 
between-farm comparison are shown in Table 11. 
There are several possible explanations, the 
simpler of which are the following:-
(a) Although the .weekly maximum temperatures in Plot 
IV were mainly higher than in Plot V or 3, the 
average temperatures may have been lower; 
(b) The average temperatures may have been similar 
in all three plots, but the temperature differences 
at the lower part of the range may have mainly deter-
mined the differences in developmental rates. The 
recorded temperatures are not very useful in this 
connection since they show only the very high 
temperatures, a t which level temperature differences 
may be insignificant ( cf MacLeod 1931+), and the very 
low/ •••••••••• 
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Table 11. 
B. decoloratus R. evertsi 
Date Plot IV Plot V Plot ") Plot IV Plot V Plot 3 
· I9/II Intro- Tntro- Intro- Intro-
duced duced duced ducod 
20/II Intro- Intro-
duced duced 
23/II No eggs No eggs No eggs No eggs 
27/II EGGS EGGS 
. 2/III EGGS EGGS EGGS EGGS 
6/III EGGS EGGS 
9/III EGGS EGGS EGGS EGGS 
14/III . Speckled EGGS 
16/III EGGS EGGS EGGS EGGS 
21/III Some EGGtf 
dead 
23/III EGGS Speckled EGGS Speckled 
28/III Speckled 
30/III Speckled Speckled Speckled Speckled 
4/IV ? 
6/IV Speckled LARVAE Speckled Speckled 
11/IV ( LARVAE 
13/IV LARVAE Speckled Speckled 
18/IV 
20/IV Speckled LARVAE 
25/IV 
27/IV Speckled 
2/V 
4/V I LARVAE i 
" 
low temperatures, a t which probably no development occurs at 
all ( MacLeodt 1934; Hitchcockt 1955 b). 
(c) _::. {1reater t emperature fluctuations in Pl ot IV 
(Tabl e 12) may have delayed development mor e than did 
the fluctuations in the Plots V and 3. (MacLeod, 1934); 
Plot 4/. o •••• o •••• 
-
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Plot 4 frequently showed greater temperature extremes 
than did Plot IV, but in the Hounslow plot ticks also 
died very rapidly and thus there is insufficient data 
for comparison of developmental rates in Plots IV and 4, 
Table 12. - Comparison of T~mperature Fluctuations in 
Plots IV and 3. 
Plot IV Plot 3 
Date 
Soil Air I Differ- Soil Air Differ..-
Max. Min. ence .. Max .. Min. ence. 
20/II I 55.5°C 10.4°C 45.1 
23/II 48.9°C ll.l °C 37. § . . 
27/II 48.6 12.6 36.0 
2/III 52.5 13.2 I 39.3 6/III I 50.4 8.0 4£J± ' 
9/III 49.8 110 .. 25 ~~ ·· . .55. 
I 14/III i 48.9 13.9 35.0 
16/III r bl:.2..& 57.5 112.5 
21/III 47.6 12.6 35o0 
i 
23/III 49.8 ! 13o6 2.2.:..g 
28/III I 39.4 8.2. 31.2 
6/IV 40.75 8.9 31.85 
11/IV I 42.6 8.2 J4:~Lt ~ . 
(From 20th :F'Gbruur;y- - 6th. = :arch the soil thcr ;'rtol: .. :.; t cr 
in Plot 3 was inadvertently shaded by the thermometer 
screen for part of the hot time of the day. It is 
possible that higher maxima might h.:!ve b 0en recorded on 
these days had the thermometer been more exposed). 
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6. EFFECTS OF CLIMATE ON THE SURVIVAL OF PRELARV.c:\.L TICKS. 
The data in Figures 2 and 3 show that on some 
occasions prelarval ticks o~ di~~erent batches, . and even 
o~ dif~erent species, died between one weekly examination 
and the next. It seems probably that such deaths were 
caused by conditions which were suddenly u~avourable in 
the week during which the several deaths occurred. , On 
the other hand, deaths sometimes did not involve all 
stages and ages o~ ticks in a plot,· and when su.rvival .::o~ 
prelarval stages was compared between plots it was round 
that such deaths usually occurred r e latively rapidly at 
one end o~ the r ange o~ plot microclimates and less and 
less soon a~ter the_females had been introduced i n to the 
plots towards the other end o~ the range. In t h0a9 cnoes 
deaths may have b een caused by conditions which were 
cumulatively u~a-vuura'ble over s everal weeks . However 
:Lt. is po:soible too tha t such deaths were sudden; ~or 
instance when in one plot only some stages aie this may 
be b ~ csus~ of physiological dif~erences between di~rerent 
stages; and when prelarval ticks show graded. c'!P_Pation o~ 
sri~vival in t~e several plots this may be because 
conditions are ~irst intolerable at one end o~ the range 
o~ situations, but gradually the microclimates o~ more 
and more plots become as extreme as the ~irst, ~or in-
stance because o~ desiccation of vegetati on during a 
drought. 
In this section the deaths or prelarval ticks are 
divided into those which were probably s udden and th~9e 
possibly more graduale Also deaths occurring under hot 
and dry conditions are considered separately to those 
occurring under wet and cool conditions . 
(i) Probably Su4den Deaths under Hot/Dry Conditions . 
(a) At Mount Pleasant a~ter a rainy spring (1957) 
conditions became drier, until during the second 
half/H •• , . 
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hal~ o~ November, no rain ~ell at all. At the 
same time temperatures were rising, and the grass 
in Plots IV and V became dry and yellowo The 
November drought had a striking e~~ect on the 
survival o~ the ticks and eggs in the plots; 
stages ~rom batches introduced at very di~~erent 
times died within a ~ortnight o~ one another, 
(see Figo 2). It seemed that during this drought 
prelarval ticks were being killed within a short 
period irrespective o~ species, stage o~ develop-
ment, and di~~ering environmental histories. This 
involved all the stages which wer e in plots other 
than Plot I, i.e. mainly those in Plots IV and v. 
In Plot I eggs of I. pilosus, B. decoloratus and 
R. evertsi, which had been in the plot for a long 
period of several months, did not survive the 
drought, whereas, in the case of all three species, 
eggs of t he more recently introduced batches did 
survive and hatched into larvae during or after 
the dry period. Thus, in the well-shaded situation, 
environmental history probably was of signi~icance 
in determining whether or not the prelarval ticks 
would surv'ive. 
(b) At about the same time there was an even more 
serious drought at Hounslow, and there the picture 
of survival and death o~ the prelarval ticks was 
simil ar, although most of the tick batches con-
cerned had been introduced at very dif~erent times 
to those at Mount Pleasant. The ticks in the 
Hounslow plots during the November drought were 
mostly introduced in the r a inle.ss period. 
Almost/ •••••••••• 
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Almost all those in the exposed plots died within 
a week of being placed in these situationso Thos~ 
in Plot 1 survived the dry conditions but most 
were removed by predatorso One engorged female of 
I. pilosus in Plot 1 escaped the ravages of the 
predators, and laid eggs which eventually hatched 
some weeks after the drought \lets over. I:f female 
ticks o:f L· pilosus had been introduced at an 
earlier stage of the dry period, these might not 
have surviv~d t he extremes o:f climate. 
(c) In January, 1958 conditions at Mount Pleasant 
were on the whole quite wet, but towards the end of 
that month the rainfall dropped to a low level and 
for the first half of February remained relatively 
low. At the same time average daily maximum and 
minimum temperatures were more o·r less at peak 
summer level, the vegetation in all plots was 
wilting, and the grass in Plot IV was becoming 
yellow. Then, in the middle of February there was 
a heavy rain, but it seemed that before this do~~­
pour all the prelarval ticks in the more exposed 
Plots IV and V were dead. These included:-
engorged :females of A. hebraeum;engorged :females 
and unspeckled eggs of R. evertsi; unspeckled and 
speckle d eggs of B. decoloratus; and engorged 
:femal es of I. pilosus. On the other hand, pr e-
l arval stages of all :four spe cies in Plot s I and 
II were ma inly not adver sely affected by the hot, 
dr y period, the exception being those o:f I. pilosus 
in Plot I I . 
(d) At the same time there was at Hounslow a 
complete drought, which followed a period of heavy 
r ains o Some o:f the ticks die d i n the exposed plots 
while/ ••• 
while almost all in Plot 1 survived, the 
exception again being I. pilosus. 
(e) After a week of high rainfall in the 
second half of February there was another dry 
spell at Hounslow during which there were 
further deaths in the exposed plots, although 
some prelarval ticks survived in these places, 
as well as in Plot 1. 
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The plots which were hot and dry were also those 
which were at night the coolest. Thus, one must 
consider the possibility of ticks dying from extreme 
cold in these places, but in fact there were no 
indications that any of the more sudden deaths could 
have been due to low temperature alone. The lowest 
minimum temperatures recorded were of the week-
ending 4th December, 1957 at Hounslow, when Plot 1 
had a minimum air temperature of 3o0°C and the more 
exposed plots showed slightly lower temperatures. At 
the time a female of I. pilosus, and eggs of B. decol-
oratus and R. evertsi, all in Plot 1, were apparently 
not adversely affected. 
(ii) Possibly Gradual Deaths under Hot~Dr~Conditions. 
In considering the 'possibly more gradual deaths' 
an attempt has been made to find some correlation 
be tween climatic conditions on the one hand, and the 
duration of survival of prelarval ticks on the other. 
A glance at the r esults obtained for Mount Pleasant (Fig E) 
will show that the prelarval stages of Io pilosus, 
B. decoloratus/ •••••• o•••· 
B. decoloratus and R. evertsi, tended to die more 
quickly if introduced into the plots during the 
warmer months. There are also indications that in 
January and February deaths occurred more quickly in 
the warmer plots of both farms. 
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Two aspects of the Mount Pleasant data of this 
period need some comment. Firstly, it was not sur-
prising that ticks sometimes died more quickly in Plot 
III than in the other exposed plots, since Plot III 
was sometimes the hottest plot at Mount Pleasanto 
Secondly, it appears that deaths of female ticks 
occurred more quickly in Plot V than in the usually 
warmer Plot IV. Perhaps this is because desiccation 
of the ticks was less in Plot IV owing to the complete 
cover of grass there, but one would think that the 
higher temperatures of this plot would offset the 
advantage of the greater protection from air movement. 
On the other hand it is possible that the soil of 
Plot V was mainly responsible for the difference in 
duration of survival in Plots IV and v. Lees (1947) 
finds that if the cuticle of a tick is rubbed with an 
inert dust, evaporation is greatly increased, and 
Hitchcock (1955 b) finds that even dusting with so.il 
increases water loss in the females of B. microplus. 
During the pre.sent investigation it was noticed that 
the ti cks in Plot V were frequently coated with 
exceedingly fine dust, which had found its way through 
the terylene-capped ends of the tick tubes. Often some 
of this coating was manually rubbed away so that the 
appearance and colour of the ticks could be noted. 
Thus/ •••• _. 
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Thus many or the ticks in Plot V were both dusted and 
abraded, and consequently they may have lost water 
more rapidly than did the ticks in Plot IV. 
At Hounslow there seemed to be a tendency for 
ticks in Plot 2 to die more quickly than others on 
that farm. This i s probably not linked with low 
humidity or high temperature, since this plot 
appeared to be relatively cool and moist and was also 
sheltered from winds. Because f evv climate records 
were made in Plot 2 it is difficult to speculate 
about reasons for its unfavourableness. There were 
slight indications that it became increasingly un-
favourable as the cool season advanced. 
(iii) Prob?blx,Suddcn Deat h under Cool/Moi st Conditions. 4 
Perhaps the egg-mass of a single individual tick 
is not worthy of special mention, but the only indication 
of possible sudden effects of cool and moist con-
ditions on the survival of prelarval ticks involved 
a single egg-mass of R. evertsi. The eggs were in 
Plot I at Mount Pleasant, and t owards the end of April 
1958, they became speckled. In the first week of Uay 
they were all dead and mouldy . The eggs had shown no 
s i gns or ' sickness ' and had died in a week or heavy 
r a i ns and when t emperatures were low. It seems pos-
sibl e that they were kill ed by high moisture. 
(iv) Possibly. Gradual Deaths in Cool /Moi st Condit i ons. 
The picture fo r the first five months or the 
investigation at Mount Pleasant, when conditions were 
moi st and cool, appears to be somewhat 'ragged ', 
perhaps/ • • • • • •• ••• 
perhaps mainly because of the small sizes of samples 
at that time. Nevertheless, the first batch of 
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12.:. .. decoloratus to be introduced into the plots provides 
a result which may be significant. The batch was placed 
in the plots in June 1957, but those in Plots II and 
III were soon eaten by predators. The f~·.te s of the re-
maining ticks of the batch suggest that the more shel-
tered the plot, the sooner did death overcome the pre-
larva l stages there. The ticks in Plot V reached the 
larval stage, but before this, the unspoc~lod eggs 
in Plot IV had died, and at an even earlier stage, the 
female ticks in Plot I were dead b efore they had laid 
any eggs. The prelarval ticks in Plots I and IV may 
have died because of prolonged subjection to low temp-
erat ures or high humidities, perhaps both (cf Snowball, 
1957). 
7. COMPARISON O~_:_§Q~VEY AND PLOT RESTIT,:~S. ( Table 13) 
At this stage it is of interest to ascerta i n to 
what extent the plot data tally with the results 
obtained from the surveys. Comparison of the two types 
of information is difficult for several reasons~ 
Firstly, the data obta ined in spring relate to different 
months since engorged female ticks wer e not introduced 
into the plots sufficiently early in winter t o show 
whether or not l~rval clusters would appear in these 
places in August or September 1957, when the surveys 
were made. Secondl y the autumnal data for plots and 
surveys were obta ined in diffe r ent years. Thi rdly, 
some of the discrepanci es between the two types of in-
formation may have been merely because the longevity 
of larvae vras not investigated. Despite these drawbacks 
some/.~ •• 
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I 
Table 13 - Comnari§On or ~~rvey and Plot Resultso 
jSpecies :Plots at :.'iount Pleasant Comparable Types of' · 
: : 1958 1957 Vegetation Surve~ed( 1957} 
+ + 
I sep ~ I 1 1 1 
I f I g I i I 
Oct 
1
. I : 
1 
~~ I 
Nov ~ . I 1 
Dec I 1 I I + - l - -I I l I I I ! I 
Jan ' I I I I 
Feb l ~ ! ' ! I I I I i 
Mar l + j -I -I _I l 
Apr ' + I -' -I - + I - - I 
T'---~--1 -
I I 
I r--·- . 
i ; B.decolo~atus. I 
I Aug ' I I I I 
I 
I 
I +! + i I + ! i Sep , 
Ill ::: I 
Dec 
i Jan 
Feb 
' ! 
I i I i 
I 
I I -
! I 
-
1-
, 
; 
; + I i 
I I 
i I 
1 I i 
+ I Mar + i -; I I + I + I L._A_p_r_.;_+...:~;._. _+..:;.l_+--.:.__..;;~ L.lt-_.;.._-t---"-k -·--· _ ... l__ L . _ :_...l'-! _+ __ 
TyPes or Vegetayi~nal ~2Y~· 
1. Complete overhead Cover; 
4. Incomplete Overhead Cover; 
6. Medium-height Grass; 
9. Sparse Grass with No Stones 
Gx._mbols. 
- = No l arvae. 
+ = Larval Cluste r s 
pnesent. 
some possibly significant points emerge from a com-
parison of data obtained in the Hount Pleasant plots 
with results of the surveys • 
.L... pilosus .. 
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The survey data show that, in au t umn, clusters of 
this species were found only in situations with Com-
plete or Incomplete Overhead Cover. This result was 
obtained at Seaview in April 1957 and it t a l lies with 
the fact tha t at Mount Pleasant these larvae were to be 
found only in the plots with simila r type of vegetational 
cover , be cause the prelarval stages cou l d not survive in 
the more exposed pla ces. 
In the spring survey of Seaview, in Augus t 1957, 
larva l clusters of I. ,_pilosu.~ were found in exposed, 
as well as in shaded situationso Perhaps if engorged 
female ticks had b een introduced into observation plots 
in autumn, say in Uarch, April or Hay, some l arvae would 
ha ve appeared in these plots in August or thereabouts. 
]3. decoloratus. 
The survey and plot data agree i n suggesting that 
during winter mos t situations are unfavourable for the 
development of' larvae of this species, and tha t in 
spring larvae will appear first in the war mest places. 
On the other hand, t wo points of disagreement 
emerge from comparison of data relating to the autumn 
distribution of larval clusters. (a) I n February/ 
March, unshaded grassy situations yielded larval 
clusters in the Trent surveys, whereas in the same 
months of the following year, such places at Mount 
Pleasant appeared t o be unfavourable to the sur viva l 
of the prelarva l stages. 
(b) From/. • • . , . 
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(b) From February to May the well-sheltered plots at 
Mount Pleasant were favourable, whereas no larval 
clusters of B. decoloratus were found in similar 
situations surveyed on four farms during the same 
months of the previous year, - not even in a fairly 
well-infested camp at Trent. 
• 
The differences in the February rainfalls of 
1957 and 1958 may be the cause of the first discre-
pancy. The rainfall at Trent in February 1957 was 
100 mm, while at Mount Pleasant in the following 
February it was only 56 mmo Perhaps in the warm, wet 
conditions immediately preceding the autumnal survey of 
Trent, larval clusters could develop in the unshaded 
places, wl1ereas at Mount Pleasant in the warm but 
drier weather at a similar time of year the larvae 
could develop only in the more sheltered situations. 
The explanation of the second discrepancy is more 
obscure. The well-shaded places at Trent, in which no 
clusters of the larvae could be found, were probably 
warm and damp i n the weeks preceding the autumnal 
surveys of that farm, but the plot investigations 
providel no data to suggest that such conditions are 
unfavourable to the survival or development of the 
larvaeo Perhaps the explanation lies in the climate of 
January. 
Figure 1 shows that there was a drought in 
January 1957, which was apparently more severe than 
that occurrinrr during the plot investigations in 
November/De cember of the same yearo During the latter 
drought all prelarval ticks died in the plots with no 
overhead shade , but some of those in the sheltered 
plots/ •• o••••••• 
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plots survived and eventually reached the larval stageG 
Perhaps in the more severe January drought all non-
parasitic ticks were killed, even in the shady places. 
I~ this was the case, the relatively slow development 
o~ larvae in shaded places might explain why no 
clusters were ~ound in such situations in February/ 
March, although larval clusters were numerous in the 
warmer unshaded places. However, no larval clusters 
o~ B. decoloratus were ~ound in the sheltered situations 
o~ the other ~arms which were surveyed later and were 
also warmer, and this makes one ~eel doubtfUl about 
the above explanation. 
On the other rom, nor.:J.e of the· nutun.nL1l d!nte: 
~m... :tbe p.a.ot irrtestigations and the survuys were 
appuronUy i11 agreemen.-t, since at ;.rount Pleasant, 
Grandon, Fort Wi llshire and the ~arm adjacent to 
Seaview, larval clusters were ~ound in unshaded 
situations during the month o~ April or thereabouts. 
R. evertsi and A. hebraeum. 
The data ~or these two species are nn:re -sca.ntv. 
However, some discrepancies are evident which are, in 
~act, similar to those in the case o~ B. decoloratus. 
Larval clusters o~ the two specie s were ~ound in 
unshaded places in the autumnal survey at Trent, but 
could not develop successfUlly at similar times and in 
similar places at Mount Pleasant. Furthermore a t Mount 
Pleasant the well-shaded situations appeared to be maip-
ly ~avourable to the prelarval stages o~ both R. evertsi 
and A. hebraeum, but larval clusters were r are or ab-
sent in such situations in the surveys. 
8. CONCLUSIONS./ •••• 
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8o CONCLUSIONS. 
(i) In the main, the rate of development of pre-
larval ticks was faster in the places which by 
day were warmer. However, at Mount Pleasant, 
development in Plot IV was sometimes slower, 
I ) 
and never faster, than in the cooler Plot V. 
Perhaps the most likely explanation for this 
is that extreme temperature fluctuations were 
responsible for delay in development. 
(ii) During hot, dry weather, conditions were some-
times sufficiently extr eme to kill all the pre-
larval ticks in the more exposed plots, while 
at least some of those in the well-sheltered 
plots survived and later reached the larval 
s+.age; thiP o~curred most suddenly in a 
drought which followed on the cool months of 
winter and ~ring· (1957); 
(iii) Considering the duration of the survival of pre-
larval ticks failing to hatch successfully, it 
appears that in warm, dry weather, the stages in 
the most exposed plots died first, while those 
in the l ess exposed situations died later; it 
is not clear whether or not this was due to the 
cumulative effects of unfavourable conditions 
on the engorged female ticks and eggs. I n view 
of the results of previous workers, there is 
some indication that abrasion of female ticks 
with soil may have hastened the death of ti cks 
in the most exposed plot at .Mount Pleasant. 
(iv) Very damp conditions such as exist after heavy 
rains may be abl e to kill some prelarval ticks; 
the/ ••• o ••• o •• 
the eggs of R. evertsi appeared to be so 
affected in April /May 1958 in the most 
sheltered plot at Mount Pleasant. 
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(v) Prolonged subjection to cool, damp conditions. 
mey be unfavourLnble to the development or sur-
vtval of' prelarval ticks. In the ·casc- o:f -
:a. deeol.oratus· .. the o.,:;st cxpos~:..d plot ~t u~.unt 
Pleasant was flc.-vCYU:ruble and tire oth\Lirs '.lcre un-
' 
f awourable in \?inter ( 19.57) and <:l similc1r ' 
picture ·~s o~tained from the surveys. 
(vi) The plot data suggest that the prelarval stages 
of B. decoloratus, R. evertsi and A. hebraeum 
are more tolerant of hot-dry conditions than 
are the engorged f emal es and eggs of I. pilosus, 
which agrees with the impression obtained from 
the surveys. 
(vii) Comparison of survey and plot results indicate 
that the absence of larval clusters of I. pilosu~ 
from unshaded situations in autumn at Seaview 
was because of the inability of the prelarval 
stages to survive the clima tic conditions in such 
places. 
(viii) The plot data and the results of the autumnal 
surveys made at Grandon, Seaview, and Fort 
Willshire agree in showing that larval clusters 
of B. decoloratus, R. evertsi and A. hebraeum 
were to be found in unshaded situations in 
April or ther eabouts. The data for February/ 
March d.a not t ally; at tha t time the larval 
clusters wer e found in unshaded places in the 
surveys at Trent but could not develop in such 
s ituations in the same months of the following 
year/ •••••••• 
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year at Uount Pleasant. Dif'f'erences in the 
timing of dry periods in 1957 and 1958 may 
have been responsible f'or the apparent dis-
crepancy. However it is also possible that, 
had larval l ongevity been investigated the 
plot data would have agreed with that obtaineu 
in the unshaded situations at Trent. 
(ix) The survey data f'or the well-shaded situa~ions 
also disagrees with the picture obtained from 
the plot investigations. The larvae of B. 
decoloratus were able to develop in the sheltered 
plots in the first few months of' 1958, and yet 
in the previous year no larval clusters of' this 
species were found in such situations - even in 
a fairly well-infested area of' Trent. Combination 
of a very severe drought in January 1957 and the 
slower development of larvae in the better-
shaded situations may have been the reason for 
the apparent discrepancy. However this would 
hardly explain the apparent absence of' the 
clusters from shaded places on the farms sur-
veyed after Trent. 
Observations on the behaviour of l 8rvae ~nd 
engorged_ .fcmnle ticks have permit ted the fol"muln tio.n 
of' ~: alternative expl anationsf'or the absence of 
larval clusters in Vlell-shndod pluces ., The:se nre 
consider ed in the next chapter. 
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Phnt.n 16 1.WUNT PLEASANT 
This is a view ~rom the south-west. The positions of the obser-
vation plots are marked. Plot 1 was on the right, in a p~rt o~ 
the Euphorbi~ forest; Plot II/III was in the bushy area above 
the dipping-tank, visible on the left of the picture; Plot IV, 
indicated in the centre of the picture, was on the crest of the 
hillside; Plot V was west o~ the rows of trees near the far~ouse, 

Pi1oto 17 - HOUNSLQ1AT. 
This is a north-facing view of the Fish River Valley, a1~ 
mo:ce particularly of the area of Hounslov; in 1 'hicll obsel'-
vation plots >·'ere erected for the inves·tigatic.n of the 
survival and development of prelarval tickso The position 
of Plot 1/2 is indicated by the X on the rigLt of the pic-
ture; Plot 3 was on the slope t~ ards the centre; and 
Plot 4 was in the open area sho~n on the left. 

I 
I 
I 
Photo 18. 
Mount Pleasant - Plot I. 
In this part of the plot in t he Euphorbia 
Forest, the yegetation provided cons iderable 
shelter, although not g_uite Compl e t e Overhead 
Cover . The survival and r a t e of development 
of prelarval stages of ticks in Plot I were 
' 
investigated mainly in such a part o:f'the ploto 
( cf the area shown in Photo 19 below). 
Plloto 12_ . 
Mount Pleasa!1:t -~:: __ ?l 9.L±.· 
This pictur e shows part of the same Plot I, 
but her e t her e i s no overhead cover and the 
lower veget ation grows very densely. 
l 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Photo 20o 
Hounslow - T~e Gully in w~ic~lot 1/2 w~ 
Hounslow - Plot 1. 
The low-lying part of' FJot J., under the 
l arge bush. At some timer· t~e vege t ation was 
more luxurient than in t he cas e shown here. 
/ 

I 
I 
I 
Mount Pleasant - PJ.ot II, :part of a double 
:plot. 
The picture shows a situation in the 
shade of two large ~ushes which formed an 
archway over the soutb. fence of the :plot o 
Ticks placed under su.8h large bushes or be-
neath the small bushes in the double plot 
were said to have been introduced intoPlot II. 
Mount Pleasant -·_,!llQ.i~ III, :part of a double 
:plot. 
The small buBh shown in the :picture 
was considered , ; ps:rt of' Pl.ot II, but. the 
grassy unshaded part was Plot III t erritory. 
Note the slope of the ground Q 
Photo 24. 
Hounslow - Plot 2. 
Some of the dense thicket almost wholly 
surrounding this plot can be seen in the 
background1 and the shadow of the large bush 
in the Plot 1 part is visible on the front 
edge of the picture. 


Photo S2_. 
Mount Pleasant - Plot IV. 
The grass of this :plot was at first 
short-cropped, but in the picture it is 
almost Medium-height~ The automatic rain-
gauge is shown hereo 
Mount Pleasant - PlRt-Yo 
. The . proximi tJr of ·th.e ·plo:t to a be 1 t of 
trees to the east is illu~trated in this 
pictureo The .veget?tion in the plot is better 
seen in Photo 30. 
Photo 27. 
Hounslow - Plot 4. 
At the time of the plot investiga tions, the a rea 
in the foreground .of the picture was fenced, and 
the vegetation coveri ng the soi l was exceedingly 
SJ?arse . The ,Plot was constrJ.ered comparable to 
the Plot V a t Mount Pleasan··~ ., . The ,Phot ogr a,Ph was 
taken, after the end of. the investigat i on a t Houns-
low, when · stolonifer ous gr ass ,Pr ovide.d consider able 
ground cover. 
Photo 28 o 
Hounslow - Plot J. 
The f oreground ar ea shown in the ,Pict ur e was 
f enced when the ti ck s wer e Gtud.:i_ ,; d t her e . Alt hough 
the ground-cover was scatt e~·ed c:1:1d. much of' the soi l 
surfa ce was bar e , t h3 clu.."JJ].Ja of grass and other low 
vegetati on ,Provided considerab le s hel ter for ti cks 
buried in these clum,Ps. This pJot w2s considered 
com,Par able to Plot IV, r ather than Pl ot V of Mount 
Pleasant. 
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Photo 29. 
A circular war d f or confining engorged f emal e ticks. 
The circul ar wards had sides of 5 em . , which 
sloped from a wider top edge (34 ems.) to a nar-
rower b ott om edge (24 ems.) The inside surface 
of the walls was greased with Vasel .ine in an 
a ttempt to preve::t t he ticks f'rom clim'bing over. 
The slope of t he walls was such t hat they provided· 
little shade and i i:. was hoped tha t this would 
prevent the ticks frorr1 settling near o~ under t he 
wall s. The ward was :fixed in posi tj_on with large 
nails driven into the soil o The war d shown here 
was in Plot I at Mount Pl easant. 
Photo 3.Q.. 
Square wards and some part]3-buried glass tubes. 
The type of ward mainl y used for confining 
female ticks was R square one , 23 cmo x 23 em. 
The walls were verticle wi th angl ed t op edges 
which effectively prevent ed t he ticks from climb-
ing over. The wePd w~s fj_xed to the ground by 
means of' pieces ,>f Vll.re as can be seen in the 
picture. These wards did not prove t o be a sa-tis":' 
factory means of confining the ticks and thus 
most ticks were intronuced into the plots in 
bot toml ess glass tubes, which are described in the 
text. The organ.di caps of two groups of partly-
buried tubes are visible in the picture, which 
was taken in Plot V at Mount Pleasant . 
.fhoto 31. 
Thermometer Screen. and Tqb~ ~£~_ thermometer 
in the Soil. 
One of the thermometer screens i s shown here. 
The slatted back and double roo~ are visible. The 
sides were closed but raised above t he soil level. 
There was ~1o f'loor and the ·chermometer s r ested 
horizontally on two cro·s s ba.r.s rso t ha t the bulbs 
were about 5 em. f'rom the soi l. surf'ace o The screen 
Y/as faced south so ·that t l.:.e the.rmometur l<·as ahm.ys 
in the shade. 
A partly buried galva;1i zed i ron tube which 
contained a maximum thermometer can be seen in 
f'ront of' the screen. Normally the tube would be 
completely buried. 
The picture was t ukei.l jil }·lot V at Mount 
Pleasant. 
PhotQ._2?,, 
A 'bottle-fUnnel' in Plot IV at Mount Pl easant. 


· ]?hoto 33 o 
A Piche Evaporimeter in Plot IV at Mount Pleasant. 
Photo 34. 
Cup anemometer in Plot 2 at Hounslow. 
Photo 35. 
Lengths of dowelling for observations on the 
vertical movements or unfed larval ti c~t:s ._ 
The grass of the area enclosed by the 
shielding cage had, in this case, been clipped 
very short. Larvae were released at the bases 
or the lengths or dowelling and some settled at 
the tips of these . An at~pt was made to estab-
lish that larvae or B. decolorat~ do not .migrate 
to the bases of their supports after settling at 
the tips, by painting the bases of the sticks 
wi th bird-lime, but unfortunately this substance 
soon lost its stickiness. The photograph was 
taken in Plot IV at Mount Pleasant in about 
October 1958. 
.
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Photo 36. 
Shed at Fort WilJ_shire where engorgement and f'al-
l ing of' females of' B. decoloratus f'rom tethered 
hosts was observed. ( Photograph taken in January 
1959 .. ) 
Photo 37. 
The cow at Mount Pleasant which was used for 
investigations of the falling of females of' 
B. decoloratus. The photogl'aph was taken in the 
morning, when well-engorged female ticks are 
usually numerous , as in the case shown here. The 
ticks are particularly abundant in the neck r egion • 
.. 
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Chapter IV - OBSERVATIONS ON THE BEHAVIOUR OF ENGORGED 
FEMALES AND LARVAE OF B. DECOLORATUS. 
1. INTRODUCTORY REMARKS. 
The results o~ the surveys and the plot investi-
gations suggest that the distribution o~ larval 
clusters o~ the ~our species considered can be partly 
determined by the e~~ects o~ micro-climatic con-
ditions on the survival or development o~ the eggs 
and the engorged ~emale ticks. Indeedt in the case 
o~ I. pilosus such e~~ects o~ microclimate seem to be 
the most important ~actors determining distributional 
limits within an i~ested area. On the other hand, 
both the surveys and the plot data relating to 
B. decoloratus suggest that other f'actors also have 
considerable e~~ec~3. In the present chapter the 
behaviour o~ the larvae and engorged ~emales o~ the 
latter species is considered, and it appears that 
some problems relating to the distTibution o~ l arval 
clus ters o~ B. decoloratus may be explained on this 
basis. 
The possibilities consider ed here ~re, 
that the distribution is a~~ected by:- (a ) the migra-
tions o~ the larval ticks; (b) the wandering and 
settling down o~ the engorged ~emale ticks; and/or 
(c) the ~alling o~ the ~emale ticks ~rom their hosts. 
2. BEHAVIOUR OF LARVAL TICKS. 
Theoretically the vertical migr a tions o~ the lar-
val ticks might a~~ect the distribution o~ larval clusters. 
For instance larvae might ~ail to migrate to the tops 
o~ the vegetation, or might leave the tops a~ter 
arriving/ •••••.•• 
arriving there. In either case the larvae could be 
missed in a tail-bar survey. However, although 
larvae o~ B. decoloratus were released into the 
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~ive plots at Mount Pleasant on many occasions, there 
was no indication that vertical migrations o~ la1vae 
had a signi~icant e~~ect. On the other hand, some 
observations indicated that horizontal moveme....,.'~R 0f' 
larval ticks r:m.y . be important. 
There are two ways in which the horizontal move-
ments might a~~ect the distribution o~ larval 
clusters:- (a) if the larvae move mainly in one 
direction, they might ~orm a cluster some distance 
away ~rom their hatching site, - perhaps in a type 
0~ situation where the davelopment o~ the larvae could 
not have taken place; and (b), i~, in certain types 
o~ situations, the larvae move in various directions 
and scatter, they might ~ail to ~orm recognisable 
clusters. 
(i) The Observations. 
Some o~ t he larvae observed in the ~ield were 
reared in the laboratory at a constant temperature o~ 
25-27°C and at about 70% R.H. Others were reared in 
the glass tubes buried in the sur~ace soil o~ the 
plots where the larvae were subsequently released. 
The usual course o~ event s after hatching was 
similar to that described ~or I . ricinus (McLeod, 1932) 
and ~orR. evertsi ( Gray, unpub.) For some days 
a~ter hatching the l arvae are in a stat e o~ relative 
inactivity, and are grouped cl ose to the mass of 
egg-shells and unhatched eggs. During this period, 
the cuticles o~ the ticks are at ~irst pale, 
becoming/ •••••••••••••• 
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becoming darker as they are tannedo Then the 
larvae become more active and migrate, eventually 
settling at the tips or the vegetation more or less 
immediately above the hatching siteo There they settle 
in clusters, usually in the shade, e.g. on the under-
sides or leaves. ( See also Lees & Milne, 1951; 
and Wilkinson, 1953). Here the larvae 
'wait ror a host '. There were no indications or 
considerable migration of' larvae away rrom the veg _.-
tation tips arter s ettling (cr Wilkinson, loc.cit; 
Snowball, 1957). 
It was noticed that in some circumstances the 
larvae rormed clusters several centimetres horizontally 
away rrom the spot where they were released. ( a) At 
a time when the grass or Plot IV was green and no 
l onger short-cropped, the grass in part or that plot 
was clipped close to the soil level. A mass or labora-
tory-reared larvae was released in the centre or the 
clipped area. Some days later the l arvae were round, 
about 25 ems away, on the tips or the 8 em-high grass 
at the edge or the unclipped area. (b) In Plot II/III 
several tubes or rield-reared l arvae were placed among 
the lower branches or a small bush in that plot. The 
bush was about one metre high and equally wide, and 
the soil b eneath it was compl e tely shaded ror most or 
the day. The caps or the tubes had been removed so 
that the l arvae could wander out onto the branches and 
leaveso A we ek later some or the l arvae were round 
at the ends or the low branches on which the tubes 
rested, and a rew were on contiguous roliage. All these 
l arvae had apparently walked upwards befor e settling 
down. or greater interest in the present cont ext was 
the/ •••••••••• 
the presence o~ larvae on grass which grew beside 
had. 
the bush. It is possible that these larvaeAmigrated 
had 
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downwards to the soil level, andAthen walked horizon-
tally ~or about 50 ems, be~ore climbing to the tips 
o~ the grass. There is, however, the possibility 
that these larvae had ~allen ~om the tick-laden 
branches, which were a l most immediately above them. 
(ii) Possible Causes o~ Horizontal Migrations. 
Be~ore one can make any deductions about the 
e~~ects o~ larval migrations on the distribution o~ 
the clusters, it is desirable to know something about 
the ~actors a~fecting such migrations. Several workers 
have investigated the orientating mechanisms o~ larval 
ticks (see Dethier, 1957), but so ~ar the results ~or 
di~ferent species, and even ~or the same species, do 
not ~orm a very coherent picture. 
Contradictions are less in the case of the genus 
Boophilus than in Ixodes. This is perhaps because the 
former has been less investigated than the latter, but 
it may be because the migrations of boophilids are the 
simpler. The unfed stages of Ixodes have been shown to 
migrate downwards as well as upwards (Lees & Milne, 
1951), whereas the larvae o~ Boophilus species possibly 
remain at the vegetation tops once they have initially 
settled there (see above). 
Krijgsman (1937) has studied the larvae o~ 
Boophilus annulatus ( Say) in the laboratory, and his 
results are o~ interest in the present context. He 
found no gravity response, and although the larvae 
were/ ••••••••• 
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are attracted to high temperature and high humidity 
under some circumstances, Krijgsman considers that light 
is the important factor which at tracts the larvae to the 
vegetation tips~ lmmediately after hatching the larvae 
of B. annulatus avoid light, but, as days pass thev 
move to lighter regions and eventually are a ttracted to 
bright l ight. The same result is obtained regardle~P 
of whe ther the l arvae are lcept in the light or in total 
darkness from the time of hatching to the time of the 
experiment .. 
Similar change s in light response of the l arvae 
of B. decoloratu~ could mainly explain why at first 
these ticks remain at the bases of the vegetation, and 
later migrate to the vegetationt tips. A light respon~e 
could also explain the horizontal migrations. On very 
short-cimpped gr&~s 1n part of Plot IV the larvae 
scatter ed away from their point of release until they came 
to the unclipped grass where they climbed upwards, possibly 
beca·.1se t . .iJ.ere the light came mainly from above .. The 
possible downward and then horizontal movement or larvae 
from the lower branches of a bush in Plot II/III could 
have been because the 'body' of the bush appeared darker 
than the soil beneath and thus some of the larvae were 
attracted to soil level by light, and from thence to the 
unshaded grass beyond the oush, also by light. 
iii) Possi9le Effects of Horizontal Migrations on the 
Distribution of I1arval .Qlust e£.§.. 
The field observations have provided some evidence 
to show that the larvae of B. decoloratu~ migrate 
horizontally/ ........... . 
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horizontally in some circumstances, but is it likely 
that the picture of larval cluster distribution can be 
considerably affected by horizontal migrations? The 
observations on survival and behaviour at Mount Plea-
s ant, and Kri jgsman' s ( 1937) laboratory investigat.:. ons 
on B. annulatus, suggest that the following hypotheti·· 
cal events may be possible:-
( a) It is a pl ace where there are scattered bus.'"'-eS 
and in between the bushes the vegetation is sparsJ. 
The climatic conditionsh~ been hot and dry, and, as 
a result, all prelarval and l a rval ticks beyond the 
shelter ofbushes J~ve died. Some prelarval ticks under 
the bushes surv.i~ the drought, and when the larvae 
hatched the drought i7D."s :.::lrcndy broken. . 'lheir 
cuticles tanned, the larvae wander towards the 
light and away from the shade of the bushes. Some 
wander mainly in one direction since light comes more 
sUD~from one side ; t hese settle in r ecognizable 
clusters on the tips of sparse vegetation nearby, -
in a type of place where the prel arval stages could 
not have survived. 
(b) It is an area where there are scattered tree 
clumps. The trees provide complete overhead shade 
but considerable light shows at the edges of the 
clumps. There is little substorey vegetation, the 
soil being covered mainly with leaf debris. Some 
engorged fema l e ticks have laid eggs near the centre 
of the clump, where the debris is trampled rather flat. 
The larvae hatch, and when their cuticles a re tanned 
they are attract ed to t he l ight which i s visible 
mainly l aterally. They walk horizontally over the 
flattened/ •••••• 
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~lattened debris, and consequently scatter and do 
not ~orm recognizable clusters. 
The second state o~ a~fairs described above 
could apply to Bush Camp at Trent in autumn. Indeed 
it appears possible that horizontal scattering o:f· ... a.r.vae 
has some bearing on the apparent absence of larval 
clusters of B. decoloratus from well-shaded sitnqtions. 
Another, r elatively minor point is worthy of some 
mention. In Chapter II it was stated that no larval 
clusters of B. decoloratus were found on the bushes 
of the infested part o:f Gum Trees Camp at Trent in 
autumn. It would seem probable that larvae hatching 
under the bushes migrated horizontally towards the 
s11n- li t grass beside the b,~shes. But it should be 
noted tha t in this ~qse larvae doubtless ha tched also 
in the grassy parts, and thus this is not an example 
of movement o:f larvae from a favourable place to one 
where larvae could not have developed. 
3. WANDERING AND SETTLING-DOWN OF ENGORGED FEMALE TICKS. 
The behaviour of engorged female ticks after they 
have dropped f rom their hosts may affect the distribution 
of the larval clusters in two ways:-
(a) if the females avoid certain field situations, 
l arval clusters will not be found in such places ( un-
less the l arvae migrate there); and (b) if the female 
ticks in some situations frequently move about after the 
onset of oviposition, eggs might be laid in small groups, 
and thus large compact clusters of larvae would not form 
in such places. 
Some preliminary observations have been made which 
. ,. I p!'0Vll18 •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
provide indic~tions rel~ting to th0s 0 possible 
ef'f'0cts , 
(i) Methods. 
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More or less continuous observations were made to 
provide inf'ormation about the settling of' engorged 
f'emales of' B. decoloratu§_. The behaviour of'· the ticlcs was 
:first roted · in March 1958, in a l ow-lying part of' Gr·a.b.ams-
town. The engorged f'emal es had been collected on the 
morning of' 26th March and kept in a glass tube stop-· 
pered with dry cotton-wool, until they were introduced 
into the f'ield in the afternoon of' the same day. At 
about 2.45 p.m., f'ive f'emale ticks were dropped into 
three dif'ferent types of' situation. Two ticks (A and B) 
Wci:e dropped on the surf'ace of' a damp mat of' rotting 
leaves, which was :r,a.~.· ·cly sheltered above and to the 
east by a small tree and a creeper-covered f'ence. One 
tick (C) was introduced into a place where there was 
grass, 5-10 ems high, which was dense in patches, and 
where the areas between the grassy patches were covered 
with grass debris. Two ticks (D and E) were dropped where 
there was much bare ground and here and there patches of' 
straggling weeds and sparse grass. During the afternoon 
of' 26th March, the ticks were observed with the aid of' 
students so that they could be studied simultaneously. 
On subsequent days their movements were noted intermit-
tently by a single observer. 
A second series of' observations was made in July 
1958 in a higher area, henceforth ref'erred to as the 
'Grahamstown plot'. Here there was less ground cover 
than in the most exposed situation in the low-lying area. 
Ticks had been collected on the morning of' 30th June and 
kept in a glass tube~ \In th dry cotton-wool stopper, 
until/ •••••••••• 
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until they were dropped in the plot on the following 
day. Five ticks were dropped at different times of 
the day. Two (P and Q) wer e introduced into the 
plot at about 10.00 a.m., another pair (Rand S) at 
about 2.00 p.m. and one (T) at 5.00 p .. m. on 1st Ju ·.y. 
In both s eries of observations the engorged females 
were permitted to wander freely while they were "bs ].ng 
continuously observed, but when left unattended, those 
in the Grahamstown plot were surrounded by a circular 
ward (Photo 29 ) • Despite this attempt to confine the 
ticks, some were lost betweenvinits to ~ield situations. 
(ii) Results. 
The aspects of the wandering and settling of 
e~lt:;;urged female ticks which may have some effects on 
the distribution of larval clusters are considered below. 
(a) Righting. 
Engorged female ticks dropped from a height of 
about one metre some times come to rest on their ventral 
surfaces, but frequently, after falling, they lie on 
their dorsa. This happens even whe n the ticks are 
dropped on a smooth and l evel f loor. Righting is 
achieved by contractions of the opisthosoma, causing 
rocking and rolling, and movements of the legs which 
bring the claws of one or more into contact with the 
substratum. If the claws grip the surface the tick 
is usually able to drag its body over by flexure of 
a 'fixed' l eg. I t was found that the ticks were unable 
to turn over if they lay on dry sand, or finely-divided 
plant debris, since they could not grip such substrata. 
(b) Walk:img. 
The ticks observed walked as long as they were in 
sunlight/ ••••••• .••• 
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sunlight. They also walked in shade, but sometimes 
settled there (see below)e In the low-lying place, 
one tick (D) wal ked ror an hour in sunlight over bare 
gr ound, when the temperature on an exposed thermometer 
was 34°C. During this period the tick walked about 
75 ems. and travell ed a straight distance of about 34 
. ems. Some or the ticks observed in the Grahams ~u·~vJ.: plot 
must have covered greater distances while exposeG. to 
direct sunlight, but these were not measured.. Dur·ing 
the July observations the temperature of the soil did 
not rise above 28.5°C. 
(c) Orientation. 
Ticks walking in sunlight appeared to orient 
t0wards vegetation a rew centimetres away, usually 
towards shady sides. Also there was sometimes a 
tendency for ticks to walk in a certain direction, 
perhaps towards a tree a few metres away (See Appendix) 
kfte.r wandering in the shelter of sparse vege-
tation, or under debris, ticks emerging into the sun-
light on bare ground uould sometimes .turn about ~and 
return to the shelter from which they had just come. 
(d) Temporary Settling. (Table 14). 
During the July observations it was noticed that 
the engorged females were inclined to seek shelter in 
the mid-period of the day . Ticks creeping under small 
patches of debris or vegetation at thi s time tended to 
remain under cover until later in the afternoon, or the 
following morning. This type of settling may have 
been due to avoidance of bare ground during climatically 
extreme times of the day (see above). 
Both the March and the July observations suggest 
that/ •••••••• 
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Table 14- 8ummar,y_of' observations of' the wandering and 
£§ttligg of enKorged female ticks (P-T) in 
the Grahamstown plot. (W= wandering; BA= 
third time a certain 
----------b-urrowing attempts; 83=tick seen to have set~led) 
; I I I 
: Date I Time of introduction ! I I ------ ... _. __  ··--···-·-- - --- ___ __  ,jI Time of day. j -~_o.oo a.m., 2.00 p.m. 5.00 ; 
C1ima i:.i c 
conditions ; 
I; I p Q I R 8 T °C RH Light! ~------------~' --- . I July 1 
10.- 11.00 
12.00 
1.00 
2.00 
3.00 
i 
' i 
I 
a.J. 
I 
: 
i 
p.~. 
I 
w 
BA 
BA 
w w BA I 
I - 4.00 I BA w w BA I 22° 
I l ~~ li 160 
16 
13 
10 I - 5.00 ! 83 w . w \~' 
I 
- 6.oo 83 .
1
81 1 ~ w : w I ~--------------4--4----+-~i~------~i~--~~--------·-------l 1 I I 
1 July 2 1 1 I i 18- 49- 15-
! 10 - 11.00 a.rrj.. ~3 81 i W 181 ,1 81 ! 21° 37% 14 I - 1 2.00 ! w 82 1 82 .81 i 82 i 25° 36% 15 I - LOO :p. ~ . ;84 83 ! w - : 83 j 26° 20%15 
1 - 2. oo 1 18 4 83 ! - - ; w 1 25 o 16 
1 -. 3. oo J :84 83 l i83 182 ! - 123 ' 16 
I_ ~ : ' I : I I I July 3 1 ; 
10 - n.oo a.,. 84 183 i !83 82 1 84 19° 41% 16 
- 12.00 I - - i - f- I - I - - -
1.00 P·~· - ~ I - I -
2.oo 1 fs4 1~4 ~ 84 ts2 f w i 24° 
- 3 • oo 1 r l- i - ~ : - ~ -
- 4. oo 1 1 !- ! - r ! - 1 -
1 ri84 ,84 1 
185 ~2 1 85 19° 41% 13 I i I I l 
16 
5.00 
I I J u ly 4 
I l 10 
i 
i 
I 
I 
I 
I . 
11. 00 
- 1 2 .00 
1.00 
2 .'00 
- 3 .00 
I 
P•ffijo - I I 
I ~4 w i X ~2 ! X I 
' ~4 85 !
0 
I ; 19° 55% 13 I · I ! 
' 
' ! l l -~--------------· --------~· ------- -L----~-----------('T'e rnper-.a..tu.re. r-eco.rdecl. i, loose. soil ; Re lat.i.ve . Hu..rtd c1..&.t.y re.corcle.d.. 
ahou:t.. 30 c. '""s o.bove. the. s o.i 1. su..rfa.ce. j lkoph.ot light meter 
u.se.d.. to Te.c..orJ... light reEle.<.te..d.. fro rY\ a... J..or izont..a.l wh ite su.'rfa.c.e. J 
that there was little or no wandering at night. For 
instance, in the mid-afternoon of lst July, all four 
ticks which by that time had been introduced into the 
Grahamstown plot were actively wandering, but, from 
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4.00 p.m. onwards their movements became slower, a1.1d by 
5.00 p.m. two of the four (P and R) had partly buried 
themselves and were immobile. Of the remaining ~:··,' :-:'~ 
ticks one ( Q) w:-;.s immobile although completely e:?:posed, 
and the other (8) was walking very slowly. A fifth "Gick 
(T), introduced at 5.00 p.m., also moved slowly at this 
time. On subsequent days all five ticks were stationary 
during the night, but these had mostly settled early in 
the afternoon. Several ticks became active in the 
mornings, after being immobile at night. 
(e) More Permanent .,se.tt_ling-down ( Table 14). 
In the Grahamstown plot two ticks which settled 
during the midday period of 2nd July, remained in 
these settling places apparently permanently. One ( P) 
had been introduced in the mo:r.ning of 1st July. At 
about noon of the following day this tick buried itself 
in loose soil under the edge of a metal ward. The other 
tick (8) had been dropped into the plot a t 2.00 p.m. of 
lst July. It settled 'permanently' under a rock at about 
the same time as the above- mentioned tick (P). 
Four of the five ticks dropped in the low-lying 
place settled for long periods (of more than 18 hours). 
The fifth tick (E) was t emporarily lost and was perhaps 
settled during that time. ~vo ticks (A and B), in the 
most sheltered situation, disappeared into the mat of 
debris within a few minutes of being dropped~ They 
settled not more than 4 ems. away from their initial 
positions./ ••• ~···· 
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positions. The tick (C), in the grassy place, fell on 
grass debris and for about 40 minutes it wandered and 
attempted to burrow before it managed to penetrate 
some debris at the base of rooted grass. Its settling 
place was only 4 ems away from the spot where it was 
dropped. The one tick (D) which eventually settled in 
the most exposed. of the three situations, showed n0 
signs of burrowing or settling for at least two hours 
after it was introduced, and it eventually sett~ .ed in a 
superficial position in the shade of weeds, a spot 
about 45 ems. from its original position. 
(f) Wandering After Settling-down. 
Four days after two ticks (P. and S) had settled 
'permanently' in the Grahamstown plot, one under a 
rock and the other in soil at the edge of a ward, the 
pair were still in ~he same positions. On the other 
hand all the ticks in the low-lying place disappeared 
from the spots in which they had settled, wi thin two 
days of their settling. This was probably not com-
parable with migration of ticks after tempor. ~y 
settling during the night or over the climatically 
most extreme time of the day as seen in the Grahamstown 
plot . In the low-lying place all the ti cks had settled 
for more than 18 hours before they disappeared from 
their settling-~laces. 
Since the ticks could not be found el sewhere , it 
is possible that they were remo'Ved by predators. However, 
predation is an improbable explanation because females 
of other species of ticks were al so introduced into the 
three types of situation on the afternoon of 26th Harch 
and these disappeared at different times to those of 
B. decolor atus/ •••••••• 
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B. decoloratus. One would expect predators to remove all 
ticks from a situation, and not first those of one 
species and then those of another. 
The engorged females of Bu decoloratus in the 
sheltered situation moved first, and the one which 
settled in the most exposed area was the last to go 
(see Table 15) • 
Table 15 - Summary of observation$ on tl;le hehav1o~ 
of' female ticks (A-E) in the .. lOYi-l:ring place . 
i Description of Situation 
Tioc of Under Tree oparse 
Date Observation 
Grassy Vege-
tat1on Weather 
A B c D E 
I March Heavy rain 
•' during 
the 
night 
before. 
26 5.00 p.m. s s s BA w Fine. 
27 9.30 a.m. s s s s X Fine. 
2.30 p.m. X X s s X Fine. 
5.00 p.m. X s vi Fine. 
28 9.30 a.m. s w Fine. 
Night 
dr1z-
zl~ng 
ra1n. 
29 1 11.30 a.m. I X X 
~ymbols: w- walking; BA - bur :rowing attempts; 
s - settled; X - lost. 
(g) Wandering After the Onset of' Oviposition. 
OViposition was not recorded in the Grahamstown 
situations, but it was noted on several occasions in 
wards at Mount Pleasant. There was slight evidence of' 
wandering of' engorged f emales of' B. decoloratus after 
the start of' egg-laying. 
of 
I.n/ • •. • • • • •" .. • • • 
' 
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In June 1958, female ticks were placed in 
wards of Plots I, IV and V at Mount Pleasant. The ticks 
in Plots I and IV disappeared after laying a few eggs 
whereas the tick in Plot V remained permanently in its 
initial oviposition site. The disappearance of ticks 
may have been due to predation, but it is possible that 
they walked away from their first oviposition siteuo 
At an earlier stage, in Fe·bruary 1958, tw0 
engorged females were placed in a ward of Plot III. 
After several days, the ticks were found dead in exposed 
positions in the centre of the area enclosed by the 
ward. A few eggs adhered to the anterior parts of the 
bodies~ in a scattered fash~on, which suggested that 
these eggs represented only some of those laido It is 
probable that the two ticks had laid eggs elsewhere in 
the confines of the ward, and had then moved away from 
their oviposition sites with a few eggs still clinging 
to them. 
(iii) Possible Factors Affecting Wandering a.nd S~tling! 
The autumn and spring surveys yielded many compact 
larval clusters of B. decoloratus, and observations of 
ticks in wards at Mount Pleasant showed that the engorged 
female s often, if not usually, laid hundreds or thousand~ 
of eggs in a masso The central question of the present 
s ect i on i s: do the engorged f emal e ticks choos e ovi-
pos ition sites , or will they settle and l ay a mas s of 
eggs anywher e? Although ovipos ition was not ob served i n 
the Grahamst own s ituations , s ome r e l evant i ndications 
were obtained and these ar e di s cussed b elow. 
To choose a s ettling- place aft er f alling f rom its 
hos t, it i s neces sary tha t a tick be able to mo ve abouto 
The/ •••••••••••••• 
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The observations show that if an engorged female falls 
on its dorsum, it may be unable to right itself because 
of the nature of the substratum. When this is the case, 
ticks must remain where they drop. It is possible that 
ticks are sometimes unable to wander because tempeJ ~tures 
are too low for activity; in these cases the females are 
perhaps also unablG to lay eggs. The inactivity o£ 
ticks at night during the Grahamstvwn observations was 
perhaps ~ecause of low temperature, but it is al3u 
possible that low light intensity was an important 
in this instance. 
The observations suggest that choice of settling-
places may be aided by orienting mechanisms. Of par-
ti~ular interest are the indications that engorged 
female ticks oriented ·towards a tree a few metres away. 
These were noted in the afternoon, the tree being to the 
west of the two ticks apparently attracted to it (see 
Append:i.x ). On ground with few obstructions, and under 
favourable climatic condition~, engorged females of 
B. decoloratus can probably cover three metres in as many 
hours. Thus, orientation towards vegetation some metres 
away may have a significant effect on the distribution of 
ticks in some circumstances. The observations also sug-
gest that the ticks may be able to orient towards the 
shady s ides of grass tufts only a few centimetres away. 
This might be important, if, for instance, the tufts are 
so widely separated that the ticks seldom come upon 
them by chance, and conditions are l ess favourable in 
the bare ar eas between the tufts (see below). Lees 
(1948) has found that engorged nymphs of I. ricinus when 
presented with a wall of vertical black and white 
stripes, will orient t owards the dark s tripes . Per-
haps a similar skotot actic response l eads engorged 
females/ •••••••••• 
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femaJ.es o.~_" B d 1 t t t 
.. • eco ora us o rees or to nearby tufts of 
grasso On the other hand, temperature and/or humidity 
gradients could have similar effects. 
All the engorged females of B~ decoloratus released 
in the wards at Mount Pleasant buried themselves 
partly or completAly befoPe laying eggs. Whether tr.~ 
biological significance of this relates to climate or to 
predation, burrowing appears to be an important part of 
the settling-down behaviour. 
In the Grahamsto~n situations burrowing attempts 
were frequently observed. It seemed that ticks would not 
try to burrow while exposed to direct sunlight, and 
thus perhaps this behaviour is linked with low light 
intensity. Apparently ticks only sometimes attempted 
to burrow when they moved into shade, but this may be 
an illusion due to the short duration of some burrow-
ing attempts and the interrupted nature of the obser-
vations. In other words, ticks seen to be wandering in the 
shade without trying to penetrate the substratum, may have 
in fact attempted to burrow seconds before, while the 
observer was watching another tick. In any event, it 
is possible that environmental factors other than light 
play a part in determining whether or not engorged f emales 
will try to burrow. 
Success of burrowing appeared to be largely deter-
mined by the penetrability of the substratum, as one 
would expect. In March the two ticks on the deep mat of 
debris burrowed in almost i~~ediately; the tick in the 
grassy place soon tried to burrow but only managed to 
penetrate grass debris 40 minutes after be ing dropped; 
the two ticks in the place with sparse vegetational 
cover,/ •••••••••• 
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cover, and mainly impenetrable substratum, apparently 
failed to burrow successfully a lthough they made 
several attemptso In July burrowing attempts were 
made during the first day or the observations, but 
it was only on the second day that t wo ticks buriec.. 
themselves, - in circumstances which they had not 
previously encountered. One tick crept under a rock, 
and the other b~rrowed into loose soil under the Pdge 
of a metal ward o 
The suitability of the two latter-mentioned 
situations suggests that a rigid object may aid burrowing, 
or may provide thigmotactic stimuli which are conducive 
to settling. In this connection it is worth recalling 
the frequently-observed ter-dency for ticks to settle 
against the walls of: tbe sq_uare wards a t I•-iount Pl easant. 
There it was also noticed that stones, and tufts of 
stiff grass on occasion served as settling-places, 
where~D the female ticks were apparently disinclined 
to settle in softer, untuftea grass, or in louse debris. 
All ticks in the Grahamstown situations which were 
seen to Rave buried themselves wholly or almost com-
pletely, subseq_uently remained in their buried positions 
for at least 18 hours, some for several days, and the 
two which burrowed in the Grahamstown plot possibly 
permanently. On the other hand, one tick settled for 
several days while remaining in a superficial although 
shaded position. This tick was one of the pair dropped 
in the low-lying area in riarch, and comparison of the 
two 
wanderings of the 1 ticks provide s a possible e:~:;;:>lan-
: ation for the apparently exceptional type of s ettling. 
Tick/. o ••••••• o o • 
Tick E seemed to confine its wanderings of several 
successive days to the sparse vegetational cover and 
possibly did not settle except at night. This tick 
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was probably unable to penetrate the substratum. Tick 
D was dropped on bare ground and walked in direct 
sunlight for an hour before it came upon a patch of 
sparse cover where it wandered more slowlyo But 
although the latter tick was apparently unable to 
penetrate the substratum, i. t did not contin11e wanci;-: _!.:'5 ng 
on the second and subsequent days of the observations, 
but settled superficially with its capitulum under a 
stalk of vegetation. Perhaps this tick was in some 
way exhausted by its long exposure to direct sunlight. 
If wandering in direct sunlight can impair the 
subsequent movements of the engorged female ticks, as 
the above would suggest, the 'temporary settling'of ticks 
which was observed in the July observations during the 
midday periods would seem to be of significance. These 
ticks did not burrow but merely crept under loose debris 
or vegetation lying on the soil. In a previous section 
it was suggested that ticks settling during the mid-
period of the day were seeking shelter and avoiding the 
bare ground during climatically extreme times of the _ 
day. This was indicated by the fact that some of these 
ticks wandered away from their settling-places when 
climatic conditions were evidently less extreme. 
Some of the ticks settling for more than 18 hours 
disappeared from their settling-places. It seems 
likely that they walked elsewhere and were not removed 
by predators. Assuming that they did walk away, it is 
of inte~est to consider possible factors causing this. 
It/ •••••••••• 
It was in the low-lying area in Grahamstown that 
disappearances o~ ticks ~rom 'more permanent' 
settling-places were noted. The ~act that the ticks 
9.1 
in the most damp situation were the ~irst to be lost 
suggests that prolonged subjection to moist condit!Jns 
may have disturbed the ticks. Although engorged tick..., 
are probably unable to take up water ~rom moist aL:, as 
can un~ed stages, (Lees, 1946; Hitchcock,l955b) perhaps 
they are a~~ected by exposure to f'ree wateru ArJ.o ·~.i::.;r 
possible explanation ~or disturbance o~ the ticks in the 
low-lying situation is that the shi~ting o~ the covering 
debris during occasional observations caused the ticks to 
move. In ~act the ticks disappearing ~irst were those 
which were most deeply buried, and thus examination o~ 
them may have involved the most disturbance. 
Wandering a~ter the onset o~ oviposition seems to 
be unusual, but perhaps it is not more so than earlier 
wandering a~ter settling in an initially ~avourable 
place. (Lees ( 1948) states that engorged f'emales of' 
I. ricinus do not wander a~ter the start o~ egg-laying 
but provides no supporting data.) It has been suggested 
above that very wet conditions may have disturbed ticks 
which had not yet laid eggs. At Mount Pleasant ticks 
which had laid a ~ew eggs disappeared ~rom cool moist 
places while one remained in a place wher e evaporation 
was relatively high. Thus, in this case, moisture once 
again would seem to be a possible disturbing ~actor. 
On another occasion a pair o~ ticks in an exposed 
situation at Mount Pleasant was probably ~orced to 
move from their oviposition sites because of high 
temperature. i v/ ~ .•..••••• 
(iv) Possible E~~ects o~ Wandering and Settling op 
the Distribution o~ Larval Clusterso 
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In the aut~mn and spring surveys larval clusters 
o~ B. decoloratus were ~ound over a wide range of 
situations. They were however uncommon in areas with 
sparse vegetational cover, and were apparently absent 
from areas with complete overhead shade. The obser-
vations on the behaviour o~ the engorged ~emale ticks 
show that the rarity of larval clusters in certain 
types of field situations is possibly, although not 
probably, because of ~re~uent movements o~ ticks during 
their oviposition periods. For example there are slight 
indications that ticks in exposed situations may move 
about because high temperatures are not conducive to 
permanent settling, while those in the well-sheltered 
places may be distuPbed by prolonged exposure to ~ree 
watero On the other hand, the wandering and settling 
behaviour of ticks before each deposits its eggs in a 
single mass, may account for the rarity of larval clus-
ters in certain situations, provided ti cks C.o not have 
to cover straight-line distances of more than say six 
metres to avoid these places. In the ~ollowing para-
graphs the expected behaviour of engorged females in 
four types of circumstances are described to illustrate 
possible effects of wandering and settling. These 
accounts must be considered as very tentative until th~ 
factors apparently involved have been critically 
studiedo 
(a) Exposed situation such as Plot 3 at Hounslow. 
(Photo 28 ). 
It is probable that not all engorged female ticks 
would/ ••••• 
would be able to avoid the more exposed places in 
such an area, even if they fell within six metres of' 
bushes. Firstly, some ticks might f'all on their 
dorsa, on ground covered wi th finely-divided sheep 
faeces and so be unable to right themselves. Secor.. '.-
ly, ticks would probably settle at least temporarily 
in grass tufts and stones , f'or instance during the 
mid-periods of' the day, and this would reduce the 
time available f'or wandering before t he onset of' 
ovipositiono Thirdly, those ticks falling more than 
about three metres away from bushes might be too f'ar 
away to orient towards them, in which case their 
chances of' r eaching a bush would be slight. 
(b) Exposed situation such as a Fort Willshire area 
with spar~ an~_ft~y stolor:if~ous grass not f'ar 
from bushes (Photol5 ). 
Ticks f alling within six metres of' a bush in such 
a situation might reach it if' the exposed area in 
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which the ticks f'ell had the ~allowing attrib11 tes: the 
soil surface were favourable f'or righting; the surface 
were too firm and the soil cover too sparse to encourage 
settling; the soil cover were sparse enough to permit 
ticks to walk easily and to orient towards a bush; 
and the bush were such that ticks could orient towards 
it from a distance of' six metres. On the other hand 
some ticks, being exposed to sunlight during the mid-
period of' the day might subsequently b e too ' exhausted ' 
to reach the shelter of' a bush. 
(c) Exposed situation such as parts of' the fallow 
land in Bananas Camp at Trent ( seeii. 5. i.) 
If ticks were dropped in such a place about six 
metres/ ••••••••••••• 
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metres away from a patch of grass, it is unlikely that 
they would reach it, mainly because they would be 
unable to orient towards the grass, but also be cause 
of obstructions to movement. Also the dappled shade 
provided by dry stalks of weeds might encourage the 
ticks to settle at least temporarily in various 
types of niches closer to the places where they ~11. 
(d) Well-sheltered situation such_ as in t he tree c'lumps 
of Bush C~mp a t Trent. 
All the ticlcs falling in tree clumps would probably 
settle there at first but might eventually leave such 
places. This might happen if conditions were damp 
enough to render it unsuitable for long-term settling, 
temperatures were sufficiently high to permit activity 
and debris did not present t oo much obstruction to the 
progress of wandering ticks. 
The above would suggest that the wandering a nd 
settling of engorged f emales of B. decoloratus may affect 
the abundance of larval clusters in certain types of 
field situations (for instance band d above). Whether 
the effect is great or small must depend largely on the 
a:ctual distances which the ticlcs can travel under various 
circumstances. This aspect might be fruitfully studied 
after the factors involved have been critically 
investigated. 
4. THE FALLING OF ENGORGED FEMALE TICKS FROM THEIR HOSTS. 
It is of interest to find out whether or not 
females of B. decoloratus generally fall in certain 
types of field situations although their hosts cover 
a wider range. For instance this might be the case if 
the/ •• • ••••••• 
I 
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the ticks releaset their grip on the hosts only under 
certain microclimatic conditions. During the course 
of the observations yet another possibility became 
apparent, namely that the engorged females fall in 
certain places and seldo~ in others because of a 
combination of a more or less fixed pattern of 
'tick-fall', and a pattern of ranging behaviour b~· 
the hosts. 
Previous workers have already obtained a ce:·~qin 
amount of information relating to the falling of 
engorged female ticks. It has been noted that the 
final stage of engorgement takes place usually during 
the night (Stampa, 1959; KneYsen & Lavrenenko, 1956). 
The diurnal rhythm of engorgement and falling in 
Ixodes persulcatus (Schulze) has been investigated by 
Balashov (1954). He induced host cattle to be active 
sometimes mainly by day and sometimes by night, and 
came to the conclusion that final engorgement takes 
place while the host is at rest, whether this ba by 
night or by day. The above-mentioned workei· ~ and also 
Hitchcock (1955a) have found that most engorged females 
fall in the early part of the daytime. Balashov (loc. 
cit) relates peak tick fall to host activity after a 
period of rest, irrespective of the time of day (see 
also MacLeod, 1932). 
In the following sections some preliminary obser-
vations of the falling of females of B. decoloratus 
under various circumstances are described and possible 
effects of this on the distribution of larval clusters 
are discussed. 
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(i) Patter~ ol:Engorgement and ~ropping o~ Female ,Ticks. 
Some observaticms were made to find out i~ there 
is a :patt~r~ in . the ~ic~-f~~l of ·B. decoloratus, ·and 
whether or not this is correlated with numbers recently 
attaining complete engorgement, as the results o~ 
previous workers su.ggest~ At Fort Willshire in May 
1957, an opportunity arose for the investigation. 
Two Afrikand.er bullocks had been tethered rn a shed 
to tame them, and they happened to be fairly well-
infested with p. decolorat~. The beasts had already 
been tied up for about two weeks, and had not been 
d1pped for three weeks, when the observations were 
commenced. The shed housing the two animals is shown 
irLPhoto 36. It was three-sided1 being open on the north-
east side. During the investigation the bullocks were 
in the shade except in the early morning when their 
hind-quarters were in sunlight if the eastern sky was 
clear. Feeding and watering of the bullocl<:s took place 
three o,r f'our times a day, at approximately the follow-
ing t~mes:~ 7,30 a~m·~ 10.30 a.m.; 12.3Q p.m.; and 
4,3(),l p,m, 
Methods. 
Since the bullocks were not very heavily-infested 
with ticks, the following method of investigation was 
practicable.· Sketches were made of the sides and hind 
view of each animal and the ticks which appeared to be 
well~engorged (more than 130 mg. in weight) were shown 
on the drawings. Periodically the beasts were examin-
ed from a distance of about 1.5 m. and the distribution 
of their well-engor ged ticks was compared with the 
picture provided by the sketches . There was no 
indicatio~• ••••••••o 
indication that the ~emale ticks changed their places 
o~ attachment (see also Arthur, 1960 p~213). Thus a 
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tick disappearing ~rom its recorded position was noted 
as having dropped, while a tick which appeared in a new 
position was added to the sketch and considered to be 
recently well-engorged. This method provided two types 
o~ information: the times of ~alling o~ the engc~g~d 
females from their hosts, and the times when ticks be-· 
came sufficiently engorged to be easily visible. The 
hosts were examined at two-hour intervals from 6.30 a.m.-
6.30 p.m. for three days. It seemed that the ticks 
remained on their hosts ~or several hours after becoming 
well-engorged (see Appendix) but it is possible that 
some engorged and ~ell without being observed 9 especial1¥ 
during the night. 
On the occasions o~ most visits to the shed, the 
air temperature in the shade and the general weather 
conditions were noted (Table 16}. 
Table 16 - Records o~ i:leathcr, and Air Tempp~.re in 
the Shade, during the Fort Willshire Observa-, 
tions. 
4th May 5th May 6th May 
Time [1:, ! Temp. Weather Temp. Weather 1emp. Weather 
6.30 a.m. 7°C Clear 90 Raining 10° Small 
clouds 
8.30 25° Bright 13-15° Occasion- 16° ~cloud 
l al sun-
shine. 
10.30 24° Bright 13° do. 21° Sunny. 
12.30 p.m. 19° Dull 13° Raining 23° Bright 
2.30 18 ° Dul~ 15° Cl ear 22° 
-
4.30 16° Du1~ 13° Clear 18 ° 
-
6.30 
- I 13° Clear - -I 
' 
I 
Results/eo••••••• 
Results. 
The data obtained are shown in Tables 17, 
and 18, It seems that more ticks fell by day than 
during the night as one would expect if the pattern 
of tick-fall w~ similar to that observed in 
B. microplus by Hitchcock (1955a). However it is 
possible that the present data are biased by the fact 
that fewer observations were made during the night 
(see above). 
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Table 17 - Numbers of Female Ticks Recorded as Falling 
by Night and duripg the Following Day. 
Host Date Night Day 
A 4 May 3 12 
5 II 4 5 
6 II 1 9 
B 4 II 3 17 
5 II 11 6 
6 II 0 8 
To~als 22 57 
Tab1~ JB - Numbers of Ticks recorded as Attaining Full 
Engorgement and Fa1liDfi at Different Times. 
a.m. p.m. 
Host Date 6.3o 1 8.30 i 10.30 12.30 I 2.30 I 4.3o I 6 .. 30 
A 4 .May (7) 10 (5) 0 (1) OJ(O) 1 (1) ll ( 1) 
5 II (3) 2 ( 2) 1 (0) 0 ' ( 1) 0 (0) 0 (0) 2 
6 " (6) 5 ( 1) 3 ( 2) 0 (0) 0 - JL - 0 
B 4 May (11) 12 (6) 2 ( 1) 1 ( 2) 1 (1) 1 (0) 
-· 
5 II ( 2) 1 (2) 3 (o) 0 (1) 1 (0) 1 (0) 0 
6 II (4) 6 ( 1) 0 (1) 0 (0) 0 
-
2 - 0 
Totals (33) 36 (17) 9 (5) 1 (4) 3 ( 2) 6 (1) 2 
' 
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During the day more ticks fell in the period 6o30-
8.30 a.m. than during any other two-hour period 
(Table 18 ) • Furthermore the numbers of ticks becoming 
well-engorged, but not falling, during the night and 
those dropping in the first two hours of the day were 
very similar and this suggests that the same ticks were 
involved. Thus it appears that most of the ticks 
engorging during the night had fallen from the huo ·~..;; 
before 8.30 a.m. 
Ticks continued to become well-engorged during the 
day and the data in Table 1g would suggest that the 
numbers of neV\'ly-engorged :females decreased as 
the day progressed, while the ticks falling during the 
day providm a different pattern. However the numbers 
involved are small and this may have encouraged the 
observer to record as well-engorged ticks which were 
not really thus. In any event there does appear to be 
minimum tick-fall during the period 10o30 a.m. - 12.30 
p.m. 
Lest it be assumed that all ticks falling dropped 
of their own accord it must be mentioned that some were 
seen to be dislodged by the scratching activities of the 
bullocks. The beasts were able to rub or t a lick. most 
pgrts of their body surfaces. They scratched mainly 
while they were standing idle and not feeding, and, 
it seemed that they were more inclined to scratch when 
the weather was warm than when conditions in the shed 
were cool. 
(ii) Host Activity and Tick-fall. 
At Mount Pleasant on 17th and 18th April 1958, some 
continuous/ •••••••••• 
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continuous observations were made or the ralling or 
ticks rrom a rreely-ranging cow and notes were made on 
the activities or the host. The cow was observed in the 
morning when large numbers or ticks were ava ilable ror 
railing. During almost the whole or the observatjon 
periods the host wandered in unshaded places and the 
ticks rell on grasso The animal was observed from a 
distance or about three metres. 
Table 19 - Numbers of Ticks Seen to Drop rrom an 
Untethered Host. 
Date Time.a.m. Period Cow's Activities 
Apr. Mins. 
17 7.50- 8.15 25 Moving about quietly. 
8.15- 9.00 35 Standing still or ly-
ing. 
9.00- 9.15 15 Cow milked. 
9.30-10.30 60 Cow water ed, driven 
into f i eld where 
actively walked and 
fed. 
. -~ 
18 9.00- 9.35 35 Grazing quietly. 
9.35- 9.45 60 Milked 
9.45-10.00 15 Actively reeding on 
cut grass and 
drinking. 
10.00-10.10 10 Walking and reeding . 
10.10-10.30 20 do. 
10. 30-10 .. 40 10 do. 
(? = doubtful observation) 
Ticks 
ral-
ling 
2? 
1? 
0? 
24 
2 
0? 
:n.o 
4 
0 
2 
The data is shown in Table 19 and alJl.. the ticks 
referred to there fell of their own accord, i. e . they 
were not rubbed orr by the host. Few ticks f ell while 
the host was lying down~ standing still, or grazing 
quietly/ ••••••••••••• 
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many 
quietly. On the other handAticks dropped when the cow 
drank water and fed voraciously on cut grass, or when it 
wandered and fed 'actively' in the fieldsG It is note-
worthy that the time of the morning when most ticks fell 
was earlier at Fort '.Vi llshire.9 as was the first watA,...ing 
and feeding of the day. Indeed there does seem to be a 
correlation between tick-fall and host activity, but 
whether the operative factors are mechanical or physic~ 
logical is another matterc 
Some casual observations of scratching activity of 
cattle were made at various times at Mount Pleasant. 
It was noticed that freely-ranging cows scratched while 
in sunlight e.g. against fences, or in the shade e.g. 
aga.i nst trees or bushes. t:ost of the ticks rubbed off 
were well-engorged but at least one half-engorged tick 
was dislodged, which shows that it is not only the ticks 
which are ready to drop which are rubbed off by the host. 
(iii) ~~atic Conditions and Tick-fall. 
Between 9.30 & 10.30a.m. on 17th April, wh5_le the cow 
was in the sunshine, nineteen ticks fell from the sunny 
side of the beast and only three w·ere seen to f'all from 
a shady side. This was suggestive and on the following 
day more detailed observations were made. 
From 9.00 - 10.40 a.m. ·.)n 18th April the cow was 
watched alternately f'rom l eft and right sides for t en-
minute periods for each side. It was noted whether 
ticks f ell from sunny or shaded sides of the animal, or a 
side which was shaded but had recently be come sunny, or 
vice versa. The f ollowing results were obtained:-
sides/ ••••••••••••• 
-.. 
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Sides sunny ~or more than a minute •••••••• 6 ticks ~el~; 
Sides sunny, but shaded less than 
1 minute be~ore •••••••••••••••••••••••• 6 ticks ~ell; 
Sides shaded, but sunny less than 
1 minute be~ore • • • • • ~ • • • 0 0 • 0 0 • • 0 • ~ • • • • • 6 ticks ""ell; 
Sides shaded ~or more than a minute •••••• No ticks seen 
to f'all. 
It appears that the engorged females fell mainly 
from sunny sides, or ~rom sides which had been recently 
sunny. Clearly climatic factors do affect the issue, but 
whether or not the e~~ect is direct remains obscure. The 
physiology of the host skin may be the ultimate factor. 
(iv) Possible Effects o~ Tick-Fall on the Distribution 
of Larval Clusters. 
In a previous section it was suggested that engor-
ged females o~ B. decoloratus cannot wander more than 
a ~ew metres from the places where they initially fall 
~rom their hosts and that in some circumstances the ticks 
cannot move at all. Thus the distribution of the larval 
clusters may be considerably a~~ected by the distribu-
tion o~ hosts and the dropping behaviour o~ engorged 
female ticks. 
It appears that engorged females o~ B. decoloratus 
drop from their hosts in relatively l arge numbers at 
certain times of day. This could account ~or the patch-
iness o~ the distribution of larval clusters which was 
noted at Trent (see II. 4). I~ there is a tendency for 
many ticks to ~all within a short period, a single well-
infested host could be the source of a patch o~ larval 
clusters; also a gregariously-grazing herd of cattle 
could provide a localized infestation of larval clusters. 
The/•••••o•••• 
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The Mount Pleasant observations suggest that the 
engorged :female ticks may drop preferentially in the 
more open situations, where the host is not shaded. On 
the other hand it is evident that cattle can dis-
lodge well-engorged ticks in shade as well as in sun-
shine~ Thus it is possible that hosts whi'ch are much 
irritated by parasites drop considerable numbers in 
shady places as well as in the open situations. 
The results o:f previous workers (see above) and 
the data obtained in the present investigation suggest 
that the most :female ticks perform their :final engorge-
ment during the night, and :fall o:f:f when the hosts 
become active the :following morning. Observations at 
Trent by the present author, and also by the owner o:f 
that :farm, indicate that the cattle there usually graze 
. in the open grassy places in the :first :few hours o:f day-
light ~nd only settle down in the shade o:f trees during 
the mid-period o:f the day. I:f this is the case then 
it is pos8ible that at Trent most engorged :females of 
B. decoloratus :fall in the unshaded grassy places, even 
if the. cattle do scratch while in the shade at midday, 
since then the~e are probably :few.well-engorged ticks 
available for :falling. The rarity o:f l arval clusters 
in well-shaded situations, as noted in the surveys, 
may have been caused by such a combination o:f the 
behaviour o:f :female ticks and o:f their hosts. 
5. CONCLUSIONS. 
(i) Although larvae will often migrate vertically 
as they move from their hatching site~ and :form a clus-
t er immediately above it, in some circumstances these 
ticks will migrate horizontally before moving to the 
vegatatiaQ/ ••••••••••• 
vegetation tips. Light seems to be an important 
factor determining whether the larvae will move 
vertically or horizontally. 
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(ii) Engorged female ticks may be unable to wander 
because they have fallen on their dorsa and cannot 
right themselves. 
(iii) Usually engorged females are able to right 
themselves, to walk, to orient, to burrow and 
settle down i.e. they are able to choose a settling-
place to some extent. In places where there are not 
many obstructions to progress, the ticks may settle 
a metre or more away from the spotswhere they fall. 
It doe·e not seem likely, however, that they are able 
to travel more than about six metres from their 
original positions. 
(iv) Time spent i n wandering is sometimes reduced 
by night-time conditions and the relatively extreme 
climate of the mid-period of the day. 
(v) Normally settling occurs when the tick is in 
the shade and the substratum is penetrable so that the 
female can bury itself more or less completely. (Other 
factors such as temperature probably also affect the 
issue.) The presence of a rigid object such as a stone 
may encourage burrowing or settling. 
(vi) Wandering and normal settling may be impaired 
by prolonged exposure t o direct sunlight. A tick 
'exhausted' by such exposure may settle down without 
burying itself. 
(vii) After burrowing and when a tick has r emained 
settled for several hours or days, it may continue 
wandering/ ••••••••• 
wandering either before or after the onset of 
oviposition. Exposure to free water or to very 
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high temperature appear to be possible disturbing 
factors although perhaps~.mechani~al . interf'erancc also 
causesticks to move from settled position. 
(viii) Female ticks apparently engorge usually . 
during the night and fall f'rom the host in the f'j .rs-'J 
few hours of' daylight, when the animal is active, 
and preferably while it is exposed to direct surlight. 
(ix) In some circumstances the host will scratch 
or rub off' some of' the well-engorged female ticks, be-
fore they are ready to drop of' their own accord. 
(x) It appears that all the above-mentioned 
as~ects of' the behaviour of' larvae and engorged female 
ticks may affect thP cFstribution or relative abundl:'ln<'e 
of' larval ~lusters in different types of' field 
situations, but the more important possibilities seem 
to be the following:-
(a) The horizontal scat~ering of' larvae away from 
their hatching sites may mean that larval 
clusters seldom form in certain types of 
fi eld situations although they develop there; 
(b) The wandering of engorged female ticks from 
areas where there is little obstruction to 
movement and conditions are not ~ell-suited 
f'or settling may mean that females seldom 
settle in certain places although conditions 
there may be favourable to survival . 
(c) Frequent wandering of engorged female ticks 
during their oviposition periods may mean that 
there/ ••••••• 
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there are few compact larval clusters in a 
place which is climatically favourable to the 
development of larvae even,_or particulnrl~if 
~the om:,s \W.r"Q-'.:l.rd!d' in a single mass. 
(d) Combination of a pattern of attainment of 
full-engorgement and the distribution and 
behaviour of the hosts (including their 
scratching activities) at different times of 
day may mean that engorged females seld _,m. 
fall in certain t ypes of field situationso 
some of the above may account for the rarity of 
larval clusters of B. decoloratus in places with sparse 
vegetational cover or in well-shaded places, but further 
invPs tigations are needed to establish any of the sug-
gested r elationships between the behaviour of ticks and 
their distribution in micro-climatically different field 
situationso 
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Chapter V - SUMMI NG-UPo 
One of the most obvious features of the autumn 
surveys was the patchy distribution of larval clusters 
of Bo decoloratua which was apparently unrelated to 
micro-climatic differenceso It is clear that cattle 
are the main or only host of this species in the areas 
considered (see also Arthur, 1960) and that this patchy 
distribution was partly because cattle had been ~A ­
eluded from certain camps for several monthso On the 
other hand the patchiness within camps appears to Lc 
due to the behaviour of the engorged female ticks as well 
as the distribution of the hostso At some times of the 
day relatively large numbers of engorged females of 
B. decoloratus fall more or l ess simultaneously. Thus 
many ticks fall wi thin a short distance of one another 
in places where an irueated cow or herd grazes at t1H~ 
times of maximum tick-fall, and subsequently patches of 
larval clusters may appear in such placeso 
2all~ng of female ticks follows a similar pattern 
in all the species so far investigated which b elong to 
two very different genera, namely, Boophilus and 
I xodes ( eog. Balashov, 1954; Hitchcock, 1955a ). Thus 
one would expect that all the species considered ir.. 
the present investi gation might show patchy distribution 
of larval clusters o In fact no suc!:1 patchiness was 
observed i n the cases of R. evertsi and A. hebraeum, 
possibly b ecause the adult females of these species 
did not occur in large numbers on their hostso They 
were certainly not very numerous on cattle o The 
distribution of larval clusters of I . pilosus was not 
r emarkably patchy perhaps because the infestation of 
the one farm harbouring this species was so great that 
almost/ •• o••••••• 
'· 
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almost all the microclimatically favourable places 
there had accumulations of the clus ters. 
The main hosts of I. pil~ seemed to be other 
than cattle probably 'bushbuck'. These buck are 
reputed to be sometimes heavily-infested with adult 
females of this species and spend much of their time 
in well-shaded situations where the larval ticks were 
so abundant. But the distribution of larvae of 
I. pilosus was clearly not only determined by host 
distribution but also by direct effects of micro-
climatic conditions on the survival of the engorged 
female ticks and eggs. Observation of these 'pre-
larval stages ' in microclimatically distinct plots show 
that the absence of the larval clusters from open 
sit~ations, for instance in autumn, was probably because 
in the previous weeks or months such places had been 
mi~~oclimatically unfavourable to the earlier stages . 
After the cool winter months the clusters were found 
in a wider range of situations. 
Microclimatic conditions also had direct effects 
on the three other species. A farm, where in autumn 
a wide variety of field situations had been infested with 
larval clusters of B. decoloratus, was found in the 
following spring to b e free of such ticks in all except 
the warmest situations. Tha plot investigations made 
in the same year confirmed the vi ew that the restricted 
spring distribution was b e cause the cooler and damper 
situations were microclimatically unfavourable to early 
spring development of larvae. 
It is possible that during some periods of drought 
no larval clusters of any spe cie s will be found in 
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unshaded situations. The plot data show that in a 
drought lasting several weeks during November/December 
prelarval ticks survived only in the shady places, 
and it is likely that in such circumstances larval 
ticks would have a similarly limited distribution. 
There appear to be some discrepancies when the 
picture of larval cluster distribution obtained in ~he 
surveys is compared with that emerging from the plot 
investigationso One at least seems to be due to factors 
other than the dirAct effects of climate on the survival 
and development of prelarval stages, namely the fact 
that well-shaded situations were favourable to the 
development of larvae in the autumn of 1958 but no larval 
clusters other than those of I. pilosus were found in the 
surveys of such pla~8i. during the autumn of the previ0us 
year. Thi~ state of affairs is particularly remarkable 
in the case of B. decoloratus which had been ~uite 
abundant in unshaded areas on one of the farms sur-
veyedo Some observations on the behaviour of engorged 
female s and larvae of B. decoloratus suggest possible 
explanations. 
After hatching and tanning the larvae migrate from 
their hatching-sites. In open situations where there is 
grass which is not short-cr·cpped they migrate to the 
tops of grass more or l ess immediately above their 
original positions. On the other hand it seems that 
larvae hatching under bushes mi grate horizontally until 
beyond the shade of such vegetation. Thus perhaps 
larvae in well-shaded situations such as tree clumps 
or forest s may t end to scatter away from their hatching 
sites and so fail to form recognisable clusters. 
The/ ............ .. 
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The behaviour data fUrther suggest that, if 
engorged f emales of Bo decoloratus fall in shaded 
places not many metres away f rom open s ituations, 
these ticl<:s n;ay, under Rome conditions, be inclined 
to walk until they eventually arrive at more expo sed 
areas. Even if t he femal es do not manage to l eave 
the well-shaded places, no larval clusters wi ll for~ 
if the ticks continue frequently t o wander during thei:!:' 
oviposit ion periods. 
Perhaps the most probable expl a na tion for the 
dearth of larval cluster s of Bo decoloratus in well-
shaded pl a ces is that the engorged females of t his 
species seldom fall in such situations. It was found 
that the femal e s attained complete engorgement mainly 
during the night, and that most dropped while their 
hosts were actively f eeding and exposed to direct 
sunlight in the firs t f ew hours of dayl ight. Some 
observati ons on behaviour of cattle suggest that the 
dropp_;_ng or· t he f emale ticks would usually take place 
whil e the hosts a r e in the op~n grassy ar eas £Acause 
this is where the cattle are wont to be in the first 
part of the day. It seems that the beasts sometimes 
move into shady pl aces lat er in the day, but a t that 
time there are probably few fully- engorged f emale ticks 
remaining attached, so t hat even if the hosts scr atch 
themselves , the numbers fal ling in such situations wi l l 
probably be small. 
There is a t l east one factor not dealt with in the 
present investigation which may considerably affect 
the distribution of l arva l clusters , namely the 
activities/ •••••••••• 
activities of tick predators. During some periods 
almost all the engorged ~emale ticks in certain field 
plots were removed by animals, probably r odents, but 
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it is likF:ly ~hat learr..i. n~ on tht: part of the predators 
was responsible for this high predation in places where 
ticks were regularly introducedo Nevertheless the 
effects of predation on the distribution of larvaJ. 
clusters in microclimatically diffe~ent field situations 
may be worthy of investigation. 
It is of interest to consider possible practical 
applications of the type of information obtained tn 
the present study. In fact only one suggestion can be 
made at this stage, - a suggestion relating to the 
annual program of cattle-dipping in the Eastern Cape 
Province. In the vicinity of Grahamstown and the town 
of Bathurst cattle are dipped or sprayed with acaricide 
usually once a week during the warmer months of the 
year when ticks are obviously numerous, and l ess fre-
quently during the winter when there are few ticks to 
be seen on the beasts. The work of Snowball (1~57) and 
Norris (1957) on the ecology and control of B. micro-
plus in south Queensland suggests that control of 
B. decoloratus may b e more effective if the start of 
more intensive dipping is timed to coincide with the 
first appearance of larvae in spring rather than with 
increased infestation of cattle with well-engorged 
females,as is at present the case. The r esults 
suggest that planning of the dipping program might be 
assisted in the following way. A fence could be 
erected around a relatively warm patch of ground, such 
as on a north-facing slope with little vegetational 
cover/ •••••••••• 
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cover, where there are places in which engorged 
females of Bo decoloratus might settle. (The presence 
of stones would probably be useful in this latter 
respect) . During the wi.nter the stock-inspector or 
individual farmer could occasionally 'seed' this plot 
with engorged females of Bo decoloratus and as soon 
as larvae appear there at th::l vegetation tips, intenai·ve 
dipping of cattle could be restarted since this would 
be the time when the first spring larvae would app~ar 
in the field. 
No further practical suggestions can be made at 
this stage. When the importance of the ranging 
behaviour of cattle has been assessed, it may be pos-
si~le to discuss furthe r control measures for 
B. decoloratus. For in8tance one might suggest that 
well-shaded situations in the Eastern Cape should be 
sprayed with acaricides during periods of drought, when 
the non-pRrasitic stages of this species are only able 
to survive in such situations, but such a measure might 
be a waste of effort if hardly any ticks fall in the 
shady situations because the cattle are in the open 
at times of peak ticlc-fall. In the cases of' the three 
species other than B. decoloratus it is necessary to 
investigate the ecology of non-parasitic nymphs and 
adults before similar control measures can be intelli-
gently discussed. 
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APPENDICES. 
A. Weekly maximum temperatures recorded in the surface 
soil of the Dlots at Mount Pleasant and Hounslow. 
B. Weekly maximum and minimum temperatures recorded in 
the ai r about 5 ems above the plot soils, and also 
those recorded on the thermohygrograph among the 
farm buildings. - MOUNT PLEASANT. 
c. Weekly maximum and minimum air temperat ures recorded 
at HOUNSLOW. 
D. Patterns of degree of soil saturation as calculated 
from samples collected from the plots on a farm on 
the same day, - at various times of the year. 
E. Patterns of evaporation and wind in the plots on each 
of the two farms (Mount Pleasant and Hounslow). 
F. Comparison of soil t emper a t ures in the 'corresponding 
plots' of Mount Pleasant and Hounslow. Val ues which 
on one farm are higher than those recorded on days soon 
before and after on the other farm are underlined, 
since these show that higher temperatures occurred 
in the plot of the former farm during a comparable 
period of a few days. 
G. Comparison of percentage soil saturation in the 
'corresponding plots' of Mount Pleasant and Hounslow. 
H. Table to show that f emal es ·of-B. decoloratus. sometimes 
r eouin attached to ,the host for several hours aft er 
becoming 'well-engorged '. 
I. One aft ernoon's observati ons of the behaviour of 
an engor ged female of B. decolora tus (Tick 8), to 
show that the tick t ended to walk in a certain 
di rection ('with sun on the r ight ') and that it may 
have been orienting towards a tree a f ew metres away. 
.. 
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Between Farm Comparison. 
Maximum Soil Temperatures. 
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Appendix H. Number of Marked Ticks Remaining Attached 
to a Host after becoming well-engorged 
at Different Times. 
"" 
Date Time Newly- Numbers of marked ticks found at 
engorged 
1958 ticks. Morn.Noon.Even- Night. Noon.Even-
ing. i ·· 7 
! -· ~ . 
-· 
1 May 1.30 (25 ticks 
p.m. removed) 
5.30 6 • • • • • • ? . . . lt 
I 2 May 9a.m. 120 . . . . . lt . ' 3 0 ~ • 1 ••• 1 
I lp.m. 13 " •• 10 • • • 1 
I 5p.m. · 2 0 i • • • • • 
I 
: 3 May 9a.m. 60 •••• 27 ••• 19 
~ I 
Date Time rNewly 
.pengor~ec'l. 
·•.·. 
'ticks Morn.Later.After-Even-Night.Morn.L~e J 
noon. ing. 
6 May 6.30 1 
• • • • • 1 • • • • 1 .•. o p.m. 
10.30 8 • • • • • • 8 •• . ,1 
7 May 6.30 12 •••• 2 • • • • 0 
a.m. 
10.30 lt 
• • • • 2 ••• 2 ••• 2 • • • • • 2 
2.30 14 ••• 9 ••• 8 • • • • • 7 p.m. 
6.30 0 
10.30 1 
• • • • • 1 
8 May 8.00 15 • • • • 0? 
a.m. 
12.30 5 . . . . 2 ••• 2 • • • • • 2 I p.m. 
6.30 1 
••• 1 • • • • • 1 ••• 1 
9 May 12.30 0 
I a.m. I 
I 
! 
7.00 9 • • • • lt l 
__ __._  ____; __ -'---------------··· 
~ypendix I. - Observations on the Behaviour of Tick~) 
July 1st .. 
2ol0 Pome Placed facing east; makes a half-turn left 
tot.Jards the sun and then right away from the 
sun; no'\\ i·7~lking fast; 
2.10 II 
2.15 II 
2.20 II 
2.25 II 
2.30 II 
2.35 II 
2.40 II 
2.45 II 
II 
3 .. 00 II 
1-1alking with sun on right but both eyes in 
the shade; 
\~Talking 'excitedly' with feet of left side 
on a leaf; now trying to get unde.i the 
leaf; 
under the leaf and debris and then emerging 
from the other side; 
walking ·ui th the sun on right; movements 
rather frantic; 
sun on right; upward movement and facing 
more towards the sun; 
apparently ar.cidentally comes upon a grass 
tuft: makes slight movement to get under 
it and then moves away; 
sun on right back; appears to keep eyes just 
in shade; ·Halking no\<T to\lrards the sun 
perhaps in response to slight shade provided 
by dry gr ass; 
tick on slope facing sun but does not walk 
up the slope but along it with the sun on 
right; now walking ineffectually in loose 
dust; 
tries to climb upwards but desists nne. 
cont inues along the slope wi th sun on right 
back; 
in shade of a fairly large :plo.nt.7 s.till 
walking with sun on r ight perha ps because 
of the 1 shape ' of the substr atum; burrow~ 
i ng i nto dry debr i s and t i ny pebbles wbJ.l.e 
a s pot of sunlight on pos ter i or part 
of the t i ck. 
3 .10/ •••••• 
3 olO p.mo moving a"t<Jay from 'burrow' Hith sun on 
right although the tick is still in 
shade; 
3.,35 
4.10 
4.15 
5.oo 
II 
II 
II 
II 
" 
" 
IT 
attempting to burrow into a dry grass 
tuft but soon moving away; 
still with sun on right but in dappled 
shade; sub'straturn of dry debris; now 
attempting to burrow; 
in full sunlig:i.1.t with sun on right; 
walking away from s~n uphill; now 
walking zigzag; 
zigzagging with sun on right; turneJ 
about so that sun on left back; 
sun on right as tick '"alks uphill; 
moving slightly among crumbs of soilo 
The movements with the sm1 on the right were probably 
mainly directed towards the tree to the west of the 
ticko 
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